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Preface
r

The High School Geography Ptoject date back to 1961, and its Cane-
.

.

year history embodie§ a decade of valUable experiente'in curriculum

develbDment and design. This experience/ ver a decade saw the mantle of

curriculum:responsiSilityywiden to.inclu e not only educationists, text-

0

authors,*and curriculum consultants but also academic scholars who,

in collaboration with classroom teachers, tried to make -their disciplines

teachable in the schOOls. "This" lerning experience for scholars, for

teachers, andrfor students warrants a fuller telling of the High School

Geography Project story.

BetWeen the earriest efforts of the scholars,involved and the final

completed set of course materials, the story involves a tremendous out-
-

pouring of both human and financial resources. It is a story of how the

scholars'' earliest preconceptions about geography and education gave way

to the realitythat exists .in the high school classroom. One way or

,another, impractical objectives were dropped or seriouslylltdilied to

produce an end product that was interesting to students and highly

teachable. - A stress on student learningprather Van content-coverage

I,iberated the Project from the narrow focus of geography ab a discipline
%

and permitted consideration of'th'e broader question of geography's re-

lation to the livesof students,,to the other social science disciplines,

and'to educational thought generally.

This history of the High School Geography Project has grown out of
to,

Robert Pratt's.docoral dissertation, accepted byethe School of Education

of the University of Colorado in.1970. Pratt and others have reviewed
f

that initial work, revised it, and updated it several times.

The Macmillan Company and the 'Association of American.Geographers

are currently revising the 1970 edition of the ProjeWs materials,

Geography in an Urban Age, and the new. version willee available within

the year. The renewed inters in these excellent materials that will"' .

follow, from this new edition makes the publication of Pratt's retrospective

account of the Project appropriate at this time.

1
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Irving Morrissett,
Executive Director, Social

Science Education Consortium
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Chapter 1

Search for Direction

1

1

Geography, as a school' subject', has been characterized by fluc-

tuation between two distinct approaChes to the subject. The spatial

tradition is the oldest, originating with the Greeks, and best artic-

ulated-toy Ptolemy as the locational approach. The regional, tradition

was developed by the more practical Romans, and was established by Strabo

as a*stUdy bf the linique nature of places and the problems peculiar to

those places. Pendular swings between these two approaches have'been
.

characteristic of geographic education in the, United States.

The spatial tradition dominated the curriculum of the, Latin grammar

-school.- In time, this lasSical curriculUm gave way to the academy and

Iregional.qeography, which better rdflected the economic and nationalistic

neads of the country. .Regional geography became widely taught, in the

schools. Its general acceptance and popularity often meantthat, olithough

'taughtideiy, the subject was frequently not taught well. Regional

gebgr'aphy beq,ame characterized as "sailor geography" and involved the rote

memorization of long lists of descriptive facts.

In response to "sailor geography" Concerned geographerb.and educators

advanced a "new" spatial. geography. This movementostarted with Arno1.0

'uyot in'l'873 and reached its high water mark with William Morris Dayis

the Committee of Ten of-the National Edication Association-,in 1894.

However, this theoretical and scientific approach to geography tended to .

....

be difficult to teach 0.nd impTactical and 'to promote the same type of rote

memorization thatexisted inthe older, regional approach. the new move-

met. was short lived, succumbing to these faults and to the demands by,

progressive theorists that geography be made more "human."

By the mid-20th century, geographqr concerned with precollege geo-

graphic educatiOn came increasingly to believe titat the subjecc had lost ''

its.unicue potential within.the school curriculum.' The atate.of geo-

graphilic illiteracy of the American public, was made painfuily evident

during World War II. Clyde Kohn, writing in .195 as, clgimod that geographic

education had become little more than n attempt by socia)., studies teachers

.rb1
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to provide background materials for social or historical problems. Its

role in the schools had been reduced to providing an environmental basis

for the other social studies, not presenting the subject as a unique body
.

of content with.its own methodology. It should, he noted, be more than

cataloguing the contents of a place; the analysis of these contents in

space should receive the major emphasis. the "reformefforts of the Post-

war years led to a reappraisal of geography as a secondary school subject.

Fundamental changes in geographic educatioh came as a result of Sputnik

in 1957, which ushered in a decade stressing the scientific disciplines,

'ohe product of which was the High dchoolGeography Project. The Project

reptesented a departure from the regionartradltion characteristic of
.

progressive education, and, once again, embraced a more or,less spatial.

approach to geography.

The Origins ofi.the High School Geography Project

Gilbert'White.influenced the High School Project more consistently

and prOfpiandly than any other single individual. Hig interest in laographic.

education was evident in 1956 when,,at the Uniersity of Chicagq, he began

teaching a course on the teaching of geography. .White's ideas concerning

the nature of geographic education came"to the attention of Sargent

Shriver, who at that time was chairman of the Chicago Board of Education.

During this period, the Chicago schools were offering a course in commercial

geography at the sophomore level. This course suffered the smile fate as

most geography courses drawing, as it did, from a student population "who

had trouble, reading and writing,' and who didn't fit the traditional

.scholarly model." A conversation between White and Shriver led to school

board action establishing a new. world geography course for Chicago schools.

Several factors prevented this attempt at curriculum refoll from

succeeding. First, there were inadequate 4eaching materials for the

teachers,to use. The second but more significant factor was that Chicago

schools did not haVe-enough qualified teachers. This failure eventually

led to a joint suggestion by Kohn and White that the Association of

American Geographers (AAG) and the National Council for Geographic E

cation (kGE) form a special joint committee to exelorc ways in which geo-

graphic edlcation could be improved. The Joint Committee was authorized.

10
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at the.1961 meeting of the AAG in Pittsburgh. White became co-chairman,
6

representing yCGE, along with Kohn, representing AAG. Alf seven members

of the Committee agreed that there was an urgent need to-upgradOthe

quality of teaching materials. After the Committee prepared some pre-
-

liminary ideas, a proposal was submitted to the Ford Foundation's Fund

for the Advancement of Education. The proposal was funded for $55,000

and, with these resources, the High School Geography Project came into

being (White interview, May 5, a970). White's rore)in the Project's

history did not stop with this early committee. He subsequently became

.chairman of the High School Geography Project's Steering Committee, a

position he held until August 1970, when the Project was Officially,

terminated.

A.Question of Definition. From the beginning of the High School

Geography Project, the unique nature of geographievented the Joint

Committee frofil following the pattern established by the earlier cur-

riculum reform projects. The School Mathematics Study Group grew out of

a two-day conference sponsored by the American Mathematical Society in

1958 (Goodlad 1966, pp. 11-13). Within a year of its first steering com-

mittee meeting_in February 1959, the Education COmmittee of the American

In5titute of Biological Sciences had agreed that thd-Biological Science

Curriculum Study would have three"versions in its proposed tenth-grOe

biology course (Grobman 1969, p:15). (teed College in Portland, Oregon;

hosted -a Meeting of chemists in 1957, and in a period'of:four summers,

the Chemical Bond Approach Project curriculum wag in the hands of hig
o

school chemistry students (Goodlad 1966, p.44). .A similar eonser)su§ on

the nature of geogyaphy as a high sqhool curriculum proved much more

difficult to achieve.

The natdral sciences had fairly clear-Gut conceptual structures

and methodology. The hiS'tory of geography, as a schoolisubject, suggests

anything but agreement on geographic concepts and methodology. The

regional- spatial dichotomy continued to separate' geographers. Norwas

there agreement on the Phenomena of geography. Is it physical, biological,

social, or a combination of all three? 'A restatement of these questions

evolved.intothe electric proposition that geography, in the final
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analysiscould only be defined in terms of what geographers do. ThiS

proposition, 'Unfortunat ely: proided veryjittle focus and direction for

the Project. s -

It was a long difficxilt four,years before the High SchoolGeoglephy

Project could settle on.the organizational theme that the curriculum

finally Would follow. Not only were many. views of geograptly popular at

the time the Project started, but these diverse viewpointS were all rep-
&

resented to one degree or another by members of the Project's.pteering
4

Committee. .Since the Steering CoMmittee was never an honorary groyp-of

elder geographers, but an active pOlicy-making body, these differAng

viewpoints could not be ignored.* The power and diversity of this com-

mittee provided the PrOjedt with a constant source of ideas Vowing out

of its spirited dialogue. It did not, however, provide the Project With

a convenient and simple definition of position. is was to beithe task

of a position paper and phase one of the project.

Twin Concern's,: It is far eapder.for a group to agree on *lat they

are against thah on. what they'are far. Concern for the academic disciplixe

as school subject was undoubtedly an important consideration in the early

planning stages of the Project. Concern for the rather sad state of

geographic knowledge in the U.S. was another. The AAG and NCGE rep-

resented both these concerns in the instructions they gave the Joint Com,

mittee at the outset of the Project. The Joint CoMMittee was instructed

to

1. recommend practical steps to be taken in improving the
status of geography in education.

2. find means of putting into effect these recommendations.
3. work closely with other educational organizations to.pro-

mote geography as a discipline, particularly in the secondary
school 'system(AAG proposal 1968-1970).

*The steering Committee's powers included:'
1. Appointing the project direqsr and senior personnel.
2. 'Preparing a detailed budget. .

3. Determining expenditures within the approved budget.
4. Making of policy decisions bn dverall philosophy and approach.
5. Advising the project director and staff on course 'content, kinds

of materials to be developed.; the required writing tesed on feed-
back from evaluation studies as well, as---on other scientific and
educational methodologicalmatter8 related to: -the Project.

E. Reporting to the Council [of the AAG]'and the National Science
Foundation [which took over the funding of the Project in 1964]
on'the overall status and progress of the Project (AAG to NSF
1968-1970). '

1.2
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These twin concerns for the discipline and.for geographic illitracy

in the U.S. was voicegrby Kohn when,, in describing the early elopment

of the Project; he used a quote from Paul Woodring aAi ing "preamble"..
.

,to the High School Geography Project: #

4.4

Of all the academic subjects that every ciVilized human being
-Ought to learn well, geography is the most negldcted in American.
colleges and schools. Many senior high schools do not teach the
subject at all, and many colleges offer it- only as an elective for.
a few students who plan to go on to graduate chool to become pro-

. fessionaYgeographerS. Yet it seems obvious that the need for
geographic_knowledge grows as our planet shrinks, as people travel
morei'and as. we are brought into even greater dependenceonthe
people"Of-bthet lands (Woodring, Pittsburgh post Gazette, June 29,
1959; qdbted in Kohn 1964,.p.vii).

There was sufficient evidence to support_the Woodring contention
- -

that Americans knew little about people in-other lands. A survey con-.

ducted by the United Press Internationaldn the early sixties found that

the state, of geographic knowledge in,Amrida left much to .be desired.

When asked where Laos was, an elderly couple in Las Vegas replied, "We

wouldn't have the slightest ideas--we're only visiting here ourselves: "'
'-S

In thesaMe survey, a Hollywood man thodght Laos was a city iriThailand,

and a Brooklynite digmissed the entire interview because he was :'abso-

lutely-neutral" *its 1962, p.1): The results of this survey were

particularly'distressingto geographers since it was cOnducted at the

'theight.of the Laotian crisis.

Based on a survey.conducted at the University of Pennsylvania in

1964,°Joseph E. Schwartz identified the schools as a primary source of

geographical igporanCe. The 100 subjects of his study were randomly

selected ftom the university student body and were askJd, to locate places

on a blank map provided by the researchers. ,Of the students, 47 percent

,could not locate Viet Nam, 76 percent could not find Yemen; 50.percent

had trouble with both HUngary and BoliVia, and to 77 percent of the stu-

dents, Angola was a complete mystery (cited in 70ff,the Mar)," 1964).

Marion Levy, 4 Princeton sociologist, indicated that this lack of geo-

gtal5hic understanding was a uniquely American phenotenon when he remarked

thathe could always tell the difference between foreign'and AmertC51-3N

.graduate studen.ts'in the social scienc s by asking some elementary

1 3
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questions in geography (cited in Mayer 19f.2, p.28) White supported this

view when he wrote,

as a nation we are. geographically . . .. Among the "Summit"
Powers,'theUnited States is the only nation that does not offer all s'

its, students of higschool agy substantial training in geography.
Two, three, Or four years of intensive study are common in those
countries. In this country, geography.is taught as a separate sub-
ject in only a small proportion of the high echos:fie (White 1962,,p.1).

The .unity of sentiment concerning the state o geographic education

found its way into all, of the funding proposals made in behalf of the ,

Project: It,was the same unity of. sentiment that led NCGE to conclude.
.9

that too few schools offer too little geography to too few students (The

Status of Geography... i965:"4.2).
9r).

Competing Interpretations

In the first year of its ,existence, White described the immediate

purpose of the Project as producing a "high school course which could be

provided on tape for use with fi
k
lm and on television" (White 1961, p.358),

The demonstration course waa to be based on guidelines established by the

Joint Committee.and authored by classroom teachers. This demonstration

course was never developed arid, in fact,'the final course represented a

completely different interpretation of what constitutes a good curriculum.

This goal reversal shows that there were very different views impinging

on the Project. It also shows how the Project greW in its experience and

'flow the Project's objectives changed to reflect that growth.

Divisions Within the Steering Committee. Agreement about how the

purposes of the Project would be translated into, a-high-school curriculum

proved much more difficult to *each than agreement about,why the curriculum

should be developed. Two fundamental divisions within the Steering Com-

mittee were evident almost from the beginning. The first concerned the

nature of geography itself. The traditional dichotomy between geography

as a natural and a social science appeared within the Steering Committee.

aA secohd division developed, later andprOved to be the most difficult and

persistent one faced by the Committee. It centered on the question of

whether the materials should be based on a regional approach or a spatial

and thematic one.

The first division mas handled very skillfully by William D. Pattison,

14
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the first director of the PrOject. Pattison was duct of the Uni-

versity of ;Chicago, and although not a- colleag1 of White's until the

late sixties, Pattison did represent view of geography shared by White

land typical of theChicago tradition. He presented a paper entitled "The

Pour Traditions of Geography" to the.NCGE annual convention in 1963,

identifying.,four pOsitions'that have,atone time or another, dominated

the field. InStead of insisting that geography.was a natural or a social

_science, Pattison implied that it was both anA suggested that all tour of

his identified researcll traditions had legitimate questionsto ask of the

subject. This same type o.f in'terpretatiori had appeared in Hartshorne's

earlier monograph (1959) for the AAG, whfch stressed bcilh the human and

the natural tradition of geography.
-$ '/

The almost parallel development of the High School Geography Project

and the Earth Science Curriculum Project also helped clarify the question

of whether the Project's geography was to have a social or a physical

orientation. Through very close contact, at first through the Project's

Steering Committee and later through physical proximity of the two pro-

jects in Boulder, Colorado, it came to bb recognized that earth science

covered the physical aspects of geography. To complement rather than

duplicate the Earth Science Curriculum Project's effort, the High School

Geography Project limited the treatment of physical geography primarily

to the way it affected man's settlement activity' (Richburg interview,

June 8,-1970).

The second divi was at lest partially reconciled by a decision

to focus on what I-ograph are rather than on what divides them.

An eclectic no on "the geographer's way? became the organizing framework

upon which many of the early efforts of the project were based: McNee,

who coined the term "geograirSher's way," deScribed this concept as one

centering on the various unifying elements that bind together the geo-

graphical sciences. Research is one'of these unifying factors. Each of

the research traditions of geography provides a unique area of explo-

ration. Geographers, however, approach these areas using similar tools

and thus read the same journals, attend the same conventions, andhave a

common basis of communication. .Geographers share, common values such as

an affinity for maps, a respect for field study ',. and a tendency to

1 5



see elements in relationship to' wholes (McNee in\Morrissett 1967, pp.

57.-63) .

The "geographer:Ls 'ay" suggested giftre agreement on the processes of

the disciplinee.but t did.-not suggest ag eement On its content. Hind-
,

pight would indicat that a spatial approa h to geography emerged -very
't.

early in the Projec 's plans and went on toftcharacterize the final prod-

uct that was placed in the hands of geography students. However, this i.

much too simple an explanation and ignores a great deal that happened in

the early years cf the Project.

The(Advio d Res ohse Pa ers The experience of earlier curric-

ulum projects undobtedly influended the ariy direction of.the- High
I

School Geography toject. White had been spending his summers in Boulder,
4 %,

Colorado, since a ut 1959; hence, he was aware of the efforts b ing made

by the two proje ts located there, the Biological sciences Curri ulum

Study and the Ea th Science Curriculum Proj

When asked here the idea of an advisory paper originated, White was

not,exactly sure but e*plained:

Certai ly some of us who had studied what was happening in cur-
ricular re orm projects recognized that there were various positions
among, the participantsin other projects. I have seen blood riinning
in the streets of Boulder among participants in the Biology Curric-
ulum Study which led, as you know, to three different courses. . .

Some of us felt that it would be desirable to see if we could achieve
some reconciliation of prof ssional views before we got into the - A

pdsition of designing the c urse. That is what the position paper
was designed to do (White nterview, May 5, 1970).

The Advisory Paper was published in August 1962r It represented the

first year.of"the Project's work. Among other things, the authors 6,x-

plored the field of geography, elicited opinions on basic ideas and skills

sated to secondary education, and compiled it all intdthis'75-page paper.'

Of his four broad traditions of geographic thought, Pattison viewed the

Advisory Paper as representing a spatial traditiOn, having as its main con- ,

cern a content centered around, geometry and movement (Glfgraphy and Map

Division Bulletin Number 50, 1962, p.3). The objectives of the Adtisory

Paper were'summarized by Pattison as a way to instill in both teacher

and student:

1. respect for objective methods of investigation, heightened'
awareness of special factors and elements of the natural environment,
and reinforced application of the world-wide interdependence of

16
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,es

societies.

2. understanding of the ideas involved'in mapping, in region-

/ /alizing, in'the analysis of man-made relations,. and in the inter-
/ /pretation of,gpatial relations.

3. knowledge of major "world patterns" (the distribution of
significant physical, ecbnomic, and political features and the
paths:of'mbvement sustaining these distributions; also knowledge
of specific place locations and the content of speoific areas).

4. knowledge of reliable sources of geographic information.

. 5. ability to read and interpret maps, to handle a geographic
vocabulary, and to partidipate creatively in the geographic enter
prise (Pattison 1962, p.368).

.

Ten' experimenting teachers, along with 20 cooperating teachers,'

were'to work with the concepts and ills set forth in the Advisory

Paper. They were asked to'create Units of instruction that would

eventually become the High School Geography Project's curriculum.

At a final conference of the Project's participants in August 1963,

a "response" to the Advisory Paper was presented (Response Papr...1963)-
,

It summarized the Advisory Pper nd the work'done the preceding year Oy

the machers associated with the%Project. the bulk of the paper came

from the ten experimentirfg teachers, who had worked in close cooperation

over the year with theiruniversity counterparts and produced numerous

Unit reports. The bulk of these reports' follOWed the format established

in thb Advisory Paper, which asked for:

Unit Design, including objectives, readings', and aspkgned
activAies;e

Materials: an ccount not only of materials created for the
unit but also of those purchased or borrotAdand of those needed
for further improvement of the unit;.

Identification of the specific project-sponsored ideas given
a tryout in the unit;'

Evaluation<programf an account of all the means used to test
the eActiveness of the unit, a copy of each. eXam given, and a,

record of exam results;

Overall appraisal by the teacher (Response Paper...1963, p.2).

Thege unit reports were buttresed by logs summarizing each day's

lessons and by correspondence to the Project office from the teachers

)k and from Henry Warman, the PrOect's geographer in the held, who Spent

six months visiting the. various teachers. The work done by the 20
. .
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cooperating teachers was-not ambitious and, oubside of the direct con-

tribution of several exceptional teachers, tie iwpact of this group was

general rather than specific in nature.

The Response Paper was_developed during theoupmer of 1963. In the

first writing session, extending_froM June 3 to in Chicag, the experi-

menting teacihersset down their experiences in writing; the. results of,

which became the body.of-the Response Paper-itself. ..The cooperating

_teachers met from July 10 to 14; thiar contribution took the form of com-
,

mittee reports and statements", which were also summarized in'the Response.

Paper '(1963, pp., 6 -7).
(

The results of the earlier meetings were the basis of the final

Denyer-conference in late August, which ended the second year of the pro-\4

ect. In attendance at this meeting'Were eight members 4of the Joint'cbm-,

mittee, seven of th9eProiect's consulting geographers, a#d three teachers.

Although there was disagreement about many points in'the'Response Paper,

the role of the teachers during the year was thqught to be juportant and

'distinctive. Equally inportant was-a consensus of opinion giving support

to the role of the studenas an active-agent, rather than a passive
o

recipient, in the learning process. Student motivation was related closely

to student activity, and both were factors to be taken acco,lotor 'in any

future curriculum development.

The Advisory Paper, the Response Paper, and the.August1963 conference

based on them had failed to unify the geographers on a design for a high

school curriculum. This was made evident in the proceedingsOf the second

day of the conference. Far from being a unifying force in the geographic

community, there were as, many different interpretations of the Advisory

Paper as there were teams of experimenting teachers and geographers. The

Response Paper did li,ttle more than summarize the initial attemilts at cur-

riculum consttuction. The debate that accompanied the presentation of

the Response Raper indicated that, although the "geographer's way" was a

A guiding principle of the Advisory Paper, each teacher-geographer team

translated the "geographer's way",differently.

Pattison identified four basic divisions among the assembly. The
, .

first, he described as the "Whitaker position," favoring a "world patterns"

ir

course (a regional approach set forth by Russell. Whitaker some 15 years

A,
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earlier), supported by Preston James, Hewell Phelps, and half the

assembled conferees. The second polition Uasithe "McNee position"

favoring a "concept-centered course." This Was supported by Robert

McNee and his teacher advisee, Herbert Friedman. The third point of

view was the "Gin8burg position" espoused by Norton Ginsburg, which

stressed "local'studies"-as the primary concern of high school cur-
.

riculum. The firial"position was represented by only one experimenting

teacher, John Neal, who advocated a "social studies position.". His view

placed social Problems as the ylejor organizer of.the curriculum, and,

though not current.at tile conference, his position represented the view

-of thousands of social studies ,teachers who}iwould, in the final analysis,

be using the Project's materials. .

Iv, ending hhe conference, Pattison announced his resignation as-

director of the Project,onotinq hat he had failed to hold the Project

to the spatial orientation of th Advisory Paper (Memorandum to Steering

Committee'fromPattison,'Sept.'1, 1963).-.Thp final course material was

spatial in orientation and wouldrseem to vindicate tliSepatial position

held initially byPattisonand expresS'ed in the Advisory Paper. This

is hindsight, however, for in August 1963 fhe direction of the Project

. and the tradition of geography it espoused were still very much open

questions. The mass of accumulated data from the experimental teachers

had failed to'provide the necessary answers.

The Role of the Funding Agencies. The-philosophies of the funding

agencies were very important in dictating the direction that-manli of the

curriculum projects would take. In this respect, the High School Geog-

raphy Project proved to be no exception. When asked to explain why'the

direction toward a television course was taken, Pattison stated that

Ford's Fund for"the Advancement of Education was.funding that type of

project at the time. He gave the Chemical Education Materials Study as

an example of a project that developed films that were produced com-

mercially and won several coveted awards. The American Institute of

Biological Sciences intended, as well, to use film andelevised in-

struction 'as its primary mode of presentation for the Biological Scienceh

Curriculum Study (Grobman 1969, pp,::A-9).

Pattison's remarks were in a rather sarp contrast to the
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then-exi ting philosophy of the Ford Foundation and the National Science

Foundation_ At the time,' Ford was more interested-in the "education"

half of "geographic educations" This helps explain whysthe AAG allied

with NCGE (Pattfson interview, June 15, 1970). NCGE embodied a general

education Perspectivewand its. Journal of Geography was the only-geographic

journal devoted primarily to the problems of educatioh.

The Ford Foundation, however, was not dis,gosed to continue funding

a project based on a single discipline (Letter to Kohn from Eurich, Feb.

25, 1963). The National Science Fo dation (NSF): on the other hand,

was science oriented to*and vsry much interested in a discipline approach

to curriculum construction. When it undertook funding,of the Project in

1964, the discipline orientation of the Project was reinforced. The Joint

,Committee was dissolved and NCGE.was.dropped as a Project sponsor. White

l.
continued as chairman of the new Steering Committee and stressed geo-

.graphib scholarship in the selection of the COmmittee's members. .,White's

reputation as a scientist was recognized in 1962 wh he was elected

president of the AAG. ,,The effect of the affiliation between the AAG id
NSF was to entrust the PrOject to subject-matter specialists rather than

0 to geographers typically associated with social studies education.

The importance of the various funding agencies cannot be under-

estimated in understanding the history of any of the ourriculum devel-

opment projects. While under the financial control of first the Fund for

the Advaticement of Education and later NSF, the Project assimilated the

e values of both organizations. Some type of societal goals must give

impetus and direction to curriculum construction; but because the goals

of U.S. eduqation are not'specific, there was a great deal, of freedom

within the 6inding agencies to translate these goals into any type of

curriculum the foundations felt appropriate.

The For Foundation values found expression in the Advisory and

Response Papers. The alternatives suggested through this early xperi7

s47mentation, however, provided the Project with a basis for ch6T e. When

the realities of funding dictated that the sponsoring agency would have

to be NSF, the Project chose a new curriculum design in tune"with the

orientation of the new funding agency. The decision indicated that in

1964 the Project leadership was operating under a different value system

0
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acid under a different set of curriculum apsumptions.than it had in 1961.

Although important, the values of the funding agency were not the

only ones reflected in the Project's early design.' In the final report

of the Project, Pattison stressed what he called the "guidance imperative."

In explaining the term, Pattison talked about the helmsmanhip of Gilbert

White (Pattison in Patton 1970, pp. 58 -60). White's values were reflected

in the Project's proposal to NSF as well a ).the vales then emerging krom

' the wider curriculum reform movement. The thing to keep in mind when

looking at the various values which influenced the High School Geography

Project is that these values were never static. The dynamics of the

curriCulum development proCess are reflected in the cliptant change and
4

re,interpretation of these diverse value systems.

The Period of Trangition

The year 1964 was an important, one for the High School Geography

Project. With the Response Paper in 1963, the first two phases of the

Project were completed and so was the association with the Ford Foun-

dation's Fund for the Advancement of Education. During the interim

-I

I
period, two funding proposals were made to NSF. The first proposal was

,t.-

.authored by Kohn.lIt requested several million dollars to establish a

major curriculum development.center at the University of Iowa and s -

centers around the country that would regionalize the Project's curric-

ulum efforts. This proposal would have provided a continuity with the

earlier phase of the Project and given impetus to the development of the

taped or filmed "demonstration" course (Patton 1970, p.63). The fact

that the,firgt proposal was not funded underscores the value differences-

within the original Joiht'Committee and between the Ford Founditibmand

NSF.

White had been in England when the initial proposal was submitted.

Upon his returq., he completely rewrote it, This time it was much closer

td the type of program favored by NSF. Pattison attributed its success
-

.

to a provision within the proposal giving research geographers; rather

than a content editor, the major role in the Project's curriculum design

(Pattison in Patton',1870',. p.63). In Apri1:1964, NSF awarded atgiant of

$160,140 to the AAGas the parent group in charge of the project.
4;
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Responsibility for leadership was given to a Steering Committee appointe

by the Coundil of the AAG. Of the 11 Steering Committee members selected,

five had been associated with the earlier phase of the Projebt,.three as

Joint Committee members, one as director, and one at a geographer-consult,ant'

for the *classroom trials. White Continued as chairman of the new committee.

In Late April, Nicholas Helburn was selected as the new director. With

his appointment, Project headquarters *lifted from Los AngeieSs, California,

to Bozeman, Montana. Helburn's official duties began September 1, and White

fill0 in during the, interim.
t

A Search for Structure

With the beginnings of its formal operation in 1964, the Project too

a completely different direction. By rejecting thedUniveisity of Iowa

approach, the Project was'saying the format and authorship of its materials

did not rest with advisory guidelines and teacheTade units. Pattison

sampled'these materials and advised that they be studied, but with few.

exceptions this was never done (Kohn interview, June 14, 1970). 1111.# break

between the Ford Foundation era ana the NSF era was fairly sharp. The pro-

posal that was funded suggested the format and authorship of the course

would, come from the discipline of geography and its academic practitioners.

The structure of anydisciplinp is a convenient organizing tool in the

development of curriculum. The successful experiences of the Biological

Sciences Curriculum Study, the Earth Science Curriculum Projectlt and other

curriculum groups that used a discipline structure as organizer Undoubtedly

weighed heavily on the decision to explore the work being done by Edwin

Thomas of Arizona State University. Thomas was invited to present his

structure of the discipline, approach at the October 1964 Steering Committee

meeting in Chicago. The Committee was impressed by his work and granted

him $9,000 to revise, implement, and evaluate hit program in trials at a

Phoenix,.Arizona, high school (Report to the AAG...Dec. 1, 1964)% At the

time, the Committee did not know for sure if. Thomas' material would be used

as a separate unit or spread throughout the course. As it worked out, the

materials were printed; they were given school trials;. but they were never

used. "This initial search for structure became little more than a by-

product othe Project's early search for direction. Pattison's comment

2 2
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did conform

disciplines

f r years.

rP bands and carried the idea of structure to extremes" (Pattison inter-

Structure was part of the NSFrvaluetlystem but so

inquiry. Neither NSF' nor the PKoject leadership

a course outline based on programmed learning and

ure of the discipline,,To underscore this uneas-
.:.

. inesP,.Pattison gave yet another reason,to explain the unit's failure.

The unit, according to Pattison was a conscious or unconscious effort by

& 4,
Thomas to impose his view of geography on the profession. Both the ex- '

treme, spatialists, on the one hand, and their regional counterparts, on

the other, saw the Project as a possible way of influencing the broad

field of geography. The regional position alreadY,had been dggined for

the schoolsschools by Preston JaMes in Ile 19th yearbook of the National Council

for the SocialOttudies'(New Viewpoints in Geography, 1959). Pattison

attributes the factlithat the Project adopted neither of these extremes

to White; who was less interested in defining geography professionally

than in developing a set of teachable course material (P ttigon inter-

view, June 15, 1970). The extreme,positions gave way in compromise to a

unit-structure approach put forward by Robert McNee and eventually de-
.

scribed in the Settlemhn't Theme Course Outline (May 1966).

A Unit: Approach. The attempts to establish an overall course out-

line by'- passing the structure=of-the-discipline question proved in the

"Th

Thomas unit was never used as the coursstructure was in-
.

He agreed that the thinking involved in the Thomas outline

to what NSF wanted--but not eneirely. Structure of the

was something the natural scielifistsjhad been living with

In contrast, many-educators, after reading Bruner, !Istruck'

view, June 15, 1970).

was the\value oflree
.0

were oomfOrtable with

a predetermined strut

to 40 run to be successful. Helburn assumed the responsibility for the
A

course outline as a legitimate function of the staff in conjunction with

the Steering Committee. In support'of the outline position,.Helburn

stated that without it, the Project would be open to the charge that it

tad ro unif ?jpg theme and that it could noot present a unified package of

mate iils upon completion of the course. his,final argument'he sug-

gested that the,egal*allenge of the course outline would be to treat

each geographic inciple or hypothesis separately while at the same time

str'cturing the course so that one understanding would build upon another

a 23
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4(Memorandum to Steering Committee from Helburn, Sept. 28, 1964).
A

The argument in favor of the outline approach was persuasive, for

the recommendations of the Chic5go meeting stated that each Steering Com-

jzittee member would prepare one or moire outlines to be distributed and

discussed at the next-Committee meeting in December (Minutes of Steering

CommitteeAeeting, Oct. 16-18, 1964). At the December meeting, it was
o

agreed that the settlement outline by McNee would be the course outline

The remaining outlines were to be .expanded and included in a book of out-

lines to belpublishe8 latek (Minutes of Steering Committee Meeting, Dec.

29-30, 1964 \. Althobgh the spatial approach was'agreecl upon for the first

course, it wis fully expectedby most members of-the.Steering Committee

that 'a, regional course would eventually be undertaken (Kohn interview,

June 14,.1970). This.book of outlines was never published, nor forthat

matter was thekegionai course, but the McNee outline, through its many

revisions, came'to be the gUiding document for the initial course

materials:.

The Eme nce of a Curriculum Development Model

The Project was committed by its funding proposal to assign the major

task of curriculum writing to research geographers. The settlempnt theme

outline provided broad'guideaies the authors were to follow, but the

qUestion of how the writing would be coordinated had to be answered. The

possibility, of establishing a writing conference along the lines of the

Biological Sciences Curriculum Study and the Earth Science Curriculum

Project was explored during the summer of 1964. Because three geographers,

H. Bowman Hawkes, David H.. Miller, and Douglas Carter, were Darticipants,

in the Earth Science Curriculk Project writing conferende,'White asked

them to report to the Steering Committee on their experiences with the

writing conference approach to curriculum development (Memorandum to

Steering Committee from Helburn, Oct. 5, 1964).

The format that the Earth Science Curriculum Project followed was to

assemble 30 writers during the.eumaer to produce a textbook, a teacher's.

guider and a laboratory manual, .The writers were given a list of seven

conceptual schemes and ten themes detetmined in earlier conferences to

represent the structure of the subject. They were to adhere to these

21
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outlines while devei)ping chapters that'represented their specialized

fields. The conference approach places great emphasiS on communication

among authors and editorial staff. M1 were expected to make written,,,

reviews Of each chapter. The original drafts were 'to be completed in

ten days. Then, ten sciences teachers in the writing groups were to

pass on such pedagogical matters as strategies, teachability,'and stu-(s

dent interest: The completed'versions were to be ready for the printer

by the end of the summer (MemorandiiM to Steering Committee from Helburn,

Nov. 4, 1964).

The 7reason that the writing conference approach was never adqpted

Was not made explicit in any of the newsletters, minutes, or project

correspondence. The Steering Committee Meeting of October 1964 appro ed

White'S' action of asking for the Earth Science-Curriculum Project fep ts,

but the minutes of the December meeting did not Ireirtion the reports..

reports themselves were favorable toward the approach used by the Earth

Science Curriculum Project, although two of the three respondents-com-

mented that the role of the teacher in the writing qethe material was

rather limited (Memorandum to Steering Committee from Helburn, Nov. 4,

1964).

When,,asked-in retrospect why the writing; conference approach was

a

abandoned, cNee said that the quality of authors was a major consid-

eration. ndicated that, had the project forced the authors to move

to Boulder,the'better, authors with other job commitments would not be

chosen (McNee interview, June 1S, 1970). Helburn attributed it to the

time, often,spanning months, that authors heeded to be creative and try

%.% the materials id/ different situations before they were formalzed into

print (Comments by Helburn at Steering Committee'keeting, June 16, 1990-

recorded by author, who attended as'an observer). White stated that the

Committee wanted "more leisurely and explicit collaboration between pro-

fessional geographers and people like teachers and psychologists in the

education profesSion (White interview, Mayt, 1970),2 These inter-

pretations were consistent with the existing value\system of NSF, which

placed the academician in the central role in curriculum development.

It was consistent,as well with the actions of the Steering Committee in

its December meeting. By that meeting, the idea of assigning units to

25
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individual authbrs was an accomplished fact.

As early,asJuly 1964, the Steering Committee sent out to leading
,

ur an geographerskastatement regarding a proposed unit on urban geography.

initial request was'followedin September by a personal letter4rp%
.1/40

Lburn seeking the geographers' disposition toward the described unit.

ut of this secoind ?contact came the Thomas materials dealing with the

structure of the dicipline. Although his unit did.nbt deal with urban

geography, ThomaE0.40 alloWed to continue because his structure approach

was already well urfaPr way. The two likeliest authors for the urban unit

were Ronald Boyce and Arthur GetiS. The Steering Committee reviewed unit
A

outlines submitted by.bothand after considerable debate chose Getis

(Memorandum to SteeLng Committee froINHelburn, Oct. 4, 1964)

Later the Steering Committee invited geographers to submit pros-

pectuses for a unit dealing with water resources. Douglas Garter, who

had previously worked with the Earth'Science Curriculum Project, pre-

.sented an outline which was discussed and approved at the December Com-.

mittee meeting 0MinuteS of Steering Committee Meeting, Dec.. 29-30, 1964).

Both the urban awl waterunits became prototype materials. Both met the

settlement theme outline, which was approved at the same December meeting.

And the development#1 approach envisioned for both set the baSic procedural

tattern for the Project. By the close of 1964, the Project had a basic.

content, outline and the beginnings of its develo
71.4

pment model. Development

of the course materials could finally begin.

r
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Chapter 2

The Elaboration of the CurriculumqModel

and

the Evc&tion of the Development Process Model

,' The basic lines of the Project's direction were set at the December

1964 Steering Committee's meeting. But there were still Many issues to
ti

4

be resolved. Work began on the urban and water resources units in early

1985. Through the Project's experiences with these two units, the details

of its'tnrriculum model and developmental process. evolved.

Although the settlement theme outline gave basic guidance aboUt the

content and structure of the curriculum, many questions were left un-

answered by it. These were questions about the relationships between cur-
,

riculum and society, the role of the learner, and learning theories and

strategies. The matter of content and its structure, too, continued to be

11111

a subject of debate. The development of the urban unit (which becalWa.

positive example that guided, subsequent development of other units) and

thewaer resources unit (which became a negative example ,the Project

determined not to follow) provided opportunity to work out the answers to

these questions.

At the same time these curriculum issues we being worked through,
.

the developmental process was taking form. The model that eventually

evolved consistedof the following steps:

1) Unit developed by geOgraphers, teachers, and educationists

2) Unit taught in school trials in locality'of geographer-teacher

educationist development team

3) Unit'Pevised by development team

4) Prototype ;*it produced by Project staff

5) Unit tested in, selected schools 'around U.S.

6) Unit edited by Project staff using trials feedback

7) ProvisiOn41 unit produced by Project staff

8) linit tested in selected schools around U.S.

9)- Unit edite0 by Project Staff using trials feedback

-10) Final version produced by Project staff with assistance from

Macmillan Company

2
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11) Final version turned over to MaCMillan Company for comme cial
production

12) Commercial version published by. Macmillan Company

The growth of this pattern, of cobrse, involved many false starts nd

wasted motions, .as did the growth of the curriculum model that was

eventually followed.

1_,___The evolution of the curriculum model and the. evolution of the first

three steps--the conceptualization steps=-of the developmental process

model were closely intertwined during the work on the two early units.

This chapter will examine the development of the curriculum model and

.the first three stepd of the developmental model. The later steps of the

devefopmenta1 process, which emphasize evaluation more than-conceptual-

ization, the focus of Chapter 3.

A Classroom Scene

In 1851 the coastline of Puget Sound was as devoid of the
result6 of human activity as the shaded, but blank, topographic
map called "Portsville." The ninth-grade class puzzled over
this map for a moment and then began to settle the first immi-
grants, who, according to their previous reading, had come from
Illinois overland to Portland, and'then by ship northward to
the wilderness area.

The argument'Over where to locate the townsite of Portsville
was never settled conclusively. Students in favor of the wind-
ward peninsula were intimidated by the majority opinion that the
'location lacked protection against the Indians: The logical place
for-'a fortified site was the northern h&adland, which after a
great deal of debate; was rejected as the townsite on the grounds
that once the headland was logged, the livelihood of the settlers
would be threatened.

One group of students advocated settlement near the river's
mouth.. Its members were silenced by the terseecomment of. one
boy that tidal flats are not only unhealthy, but when the tide
is out, ships 'cannot come within two miles of the proposed
settlement.

Th dissidents holding out for a' freshwater locatiOn on
Lake WUey had delusions of a booming tourist trade., Tlien other
students pointed out:the fact's of liMited-population and limited,
transportation, and that PortsVille was being settled in they
winter of 1851; This was enough to dampen even the most
enthusiastic dreams of motor boats and watee ski,ing (Pratt 1969-
1970, pp. 3-4).
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This ninth -grade class at Bowdidh Junlor High School in Spokane,.

Washington, was one of the-classes used in the 1967-1968 limited school

trials of the P t's experimental unit, The Growth of Cities. Im-
.

plioit. in the dialogue of these students is a:View of curriculum that is

quite different,from the one generally found in schools. .The areas of

difference are in how the curriculum views society and its goals, the

learner and his interests, the content and its structure, and finally

A
the learning theory, and strategies needed to translate curriculum ob-

.

jectives into student behaviOr.

Curriculum and Society

In the history of education, the goal of curriculum has been con-

sidered.to be the preparation'of students to cope better with their

problem filled environment. How the curriculum accomplishes this has

been a function of how man has traditionally viewed himself and his

society. With the advent of'-the Progressive. Era and the instrumentalist

philosophy of John Dewey, the most persistent rationale for social

studies curriculum has been to prepare students for responsible cit-

izenship. The urban unit of the High School Geography Project proved to

be no exception. The introduction to the first version of the urban

unit stated:

Cities have.always been the focus of the finest in

national Oulture, and just as often they ilave.been a/center

for what is evil and unjust. There can, be little doubt that,

in this country, they will increase in importance as time

goes on. More people will move into urban areas. New and

greater4problems will arise, irgently demanding wise

solutipe. . If education is to lead to a heighteried
self-understanding through attention to the problems of

the present and the future, the study of urban geography

has a significant contribution to make toward that-end c-

(Getis hand Getis 1965, p.iv).

The statement above differs little in se ment from the statements

made in introductory sections of most social studies curriculum materials.

The real test of the,' consistency of any rationale comes when it is trans-,

lated through the curriculum into student behavior. The class at Bowdish

2,9
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emp

Junior High School was determining the site of what would,become a large

urban center. As the students developed the city of Portsville, they

experiericed the problems characteristically faced by people living in any

urban environment. The Bowdish students were.actively, creatively, and
. -

constructively applying the ide'as and methodologli,of the geographer to

the problem of settlement, in 1851 and after. By d6ing so, they were

developing their intellectual powers to make finer judgments, more thought-
,

ful discriminations, and wiser human decisions, which it was hoped would

transcend the model of settlement'epressed in Portsville and relate to

the problems.laced in everyday urban life. In essence then, this is the

assumption that underlies the Getis definition of citizenship. The

assumption shaped Arthur and Judy Getises' definition of their subject -

matter field and their expectations for student behavior.

Although the authors of most social studies curriculum materials

state that responsible citizenship is the major goal of their materials,

the ultimate behavioral outcomes of this goal can take very.different

directions. Alan Tom has identified four different outcomes that char-

acterize most of the social studies material he has analyzed, (Tom 1969,

p.54). The first outcome of social studies instruction described by Tom

is the "scholarly man." Approaches aiming at the development of "schol-

arly man" stress content and are based on the view that one becomes a

good citizen to the degree that one knows certain content. A second

category of curriculum outcomes is "investigating man." This type of

student behavior is closely related to the "scholarly" type, in that

both categories emphasize intellect. "Investigating man" emphasizes the

prOcess'of inquiry, taking direction from Jerome Bruner's work.

The rationale for the High School Geography Project generally, and

f6r the urban unit specifically, tests in this second Tom classification.

McNee, as author of the settlement theme outline stated that "the,prifn-

cipal objective of a geography course should be to communicate 'the

geographer's way.' In short, I am a Brunerite" (McNee in'Plorrissett

1967, p.57). [As a point of contrast, Tom's third and fourth classi-

fications of outcomes included the "public man" as decision maker-and

the "public man" as possessor of moral truth (Tom 1969, p:54).]

A vast qualitative difference separates the "intellectual man"
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typical of traditional social studies courses and.the "investigating

intellectual man".characteriqic of the High School Geography Project.

This, in part; is why the Bowdish students behaved differently froM stu-

dents in a typical social studies class. Their behavior was a reflection

of a very specific view of what society is ana of how geographical under-
.

standing can bring greater meaning to it. When asked if he had a formal

philosophy of education at the outset of developing the urban unit, Arthur

Getis admitted that he did not. Although he had read bothAducational

philosophy and learning theory, his own philosophy was ultimately developed

as a result of working with the urban unit (A. Getis interview, June 14,

1970).

Curriculum and the Learner

,Conc i for geographic scholarship existed full blown from the out-,

set'of the Project. Concern for the learner, on the other hand, .grew

simultaneously with the development of the course materials.
.,

Throughout most ofthe Project's history, a sound background in

geography was an essential criterion for membership on the Project team.

Not only was this true of the Steeririg mmittee but also of the first,
>

two Project directors and all the autho s assigned to construct units.

Arthur Getis, for example, majored in geography as an undergraduate at

Pennsylvania State University, received his masters in geograPhy'at the

same institution, and then completed his doctorate in geography at the

University of Washington in 1961. His teaching ana *eld experience,

since'1961 indicated that he was, in every sense of the word, a pro-

fessional geographer. When asked how%he became interested in geographic

education, Getis stated that he was never interested beyond what would be

normal for a concerned citizen. His interest in curriculum flame from
gip

Helburn, who generated enthusiasm over the pOsibilityof a truly revolu-

tionary approach to high school geography (A. Getis interview, June 14,

1970). This enthusiasm was contagious, as was demonstrated, in the type

of materials that the Getises developed. By the time the prospectus for

the first unit was written, Arthur Getis had sharpened his view of stu-

dents and learning enough to state:

It
k should be emphasized'that our concern in this unit
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is primarily with leading the student to a comprehension
of the nature of cities. The understanding and inter-
pretation of concepts will be stressed, and facts will be
,introduced in this light. It is less i ortant for theti

student to be able to recite the 2. larg st cities of the
world than to understand why there ar such agglomerations
of porivation Getis 1964, p..2).

Concern for the learner in the development of project materials was

germinal in the initial outlines presented t the December 1964 Steering

Committee meeting. This concern. &volved from a "mere consideration" in

the early stages of the materials development t&-an overriding focus

toward the end of the development..cycle. The Project's student orien-

tation developed as geography became increasingly interpreted as process

to be experienced rather than facts to be learned.

A Commitment to Inquiry. The developmental phase df the urban unit

began at. the December 1964 Steering Committee meeting. The debate that

accompanied the presentation of the Getis unit outline centered on two

topics. Because the outline was developed parallel with, rather than

subsequent to, the overriding settlement theme outline, the question of

integration of both the urban unit and the water resources outline with

the larger theme outline was debated at length. The other focus of the

debate was the needs of the learner. The committee demonstrated concern

, for the vital area,of student interest and mOivation when it strongly

suggested that "games" be made a part of each unit. The committee also

.
requested that the Getises consult the leaders in the field of instruc-

tional theory and methodol6gy to make the unit outlines more teachable

(Minutes of Steering Committee Meeting, Dec. 29-30, 1964).

Although not recorded in the minutes of the meeting, several of the

committee Members had a negative 'attitude toward the Getis prospectus.

Central to the criticism was the way in which the rather esoteric. concepts

listed in the outline would .be communicated to students. The outline was

criticized for-latking imagination and the debate suggested two important

elementsthat would be central throughout the project's history. One was

that the Steering Committee had-high-standards'for its settlement theme

course, and the other'was that their course would be very different from

anything that then existed in geographic education (Kurfman interview,

June 2, 1970).
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It:is6lot surprising, considering the criticism, that three months

later the Getises completely revised their approach to the urban unit.

Although reluctant to change, their feelings were that in the "inter-

ests of the Steering Committee's perceived objectives," which the

Getises claimed were not always communicated to theunit,authors, a

completely new approach to the Unit would be 'in order. Their new

approach was still based on concepts such as site, nodal region,

sequent occupance, and accessibility. To transmit these concepts to

the learner, the Getises developed what they called the "model," which

they'described as follows:

. . . a large shaded relief map (preferably of metal) of
a city's site before it, was settled will be placed in the
classroom. Thrdugh a series of stages, each Stage ten years
long, students will be asked to make decisions about where
to place the Cultural forms that were in reality erected
during each particular stage. eThey will determine the site
for the earliest settlements and place magnetic pieces
6representing buildings, roads, etc.. For example, by the
end of the first stage (decade), twenty houses, a saw mill,
a church, and other things will be placed on the map (Letter
to Helburn from A. Getis, March 17, 1965).

Once established in this new direction, Arthur and Judy Getis, in con-

sultation with various colleagues, the Educational Testing Service, and

a graduate assistant, Richa2d Veit, went On- to nstruct the entire unit

in a six-week period. The urban unit was tested n the spring of 1965

with 200 students in five different classrooms of the'New Brunswick, New

Jersey, area. On the basis of student and.teacher reactions to those

informal trials, the materials were revised and a prototype unities made
\

ready for a second and much more extensive tryout during the fall of 'the

same year (Educational Testing Service Evaluation Report, March 5, 1966,

9.2).

Activities and Objectives. The Portsville model and a commitment

to student inquiry were important changes that took place between the

original Getis outline and the first draft of the unit. There was an

equally important change that took place between the first and the second,

drafts of the unit. This change involved the defi tion of "activities"

that composed a unit and profoundly influenced th direction of the High

School Gedgraphy Project. In the first draft ofAthe unit, the Getises
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Worked under the assumption that each learning activity in the'unit should

teach one concept, which would be written as a behavioral objective. This

'was consistent with the cprrent educational literature extolling the virtues

of behavioral objectives. In this behavioral interpretation, the curriculum

developers isolated the student behavior they wished to promote and wrote it

in specific behavioral terms. They then ordered the content, media, and

methods of the course to accomplish that change. Using this approach, the

first draft of the urban unit had some 20 different student activities.

"Portsville" dealt with several different geographical concepts and made up
,.

seven of the unit's 20 separately defined student activities.

In the second draft of the unit,'the Getises reversed this approach and

worked 'under the assumption that the learning activities could set the course

content and objectives. This broadened definition of activity shifted

attention from specific student behavior to the'unique and distinctive aspects

of the materials. Under this interpretation, the new urban unit had only

seven activities of which "Portly lle" was only one. In other words, the

Getises defined their unit as a quence df learn4ing act iv ities rather than

a sequence of geographical concepts or spepifiC behAtioral objectives.

The Getises believed that ip activity which required students t build a

city would necessarily have some illpc't,vn the amount of urban geography they
V'

learned. They anticipated some of the educational outcomes, but many other

outcomes were Suggested only after the activity was tried by students and
.

teachers in the classr9pm. They found that good objectivEts grow out of an

interactive procesS among the authors, the teachers, the subject matter,

and the students..
sr

The importance of this new definition was picked up by the other Project .

authors and generalized to.the entire course. Helburn realized, as the

Getises had before him, the futility of exclusively treating one objective at

a time. It beF,,ame clear to Helburn that "every activity has multiple objec-

tives" and that'all of the potential outcomes of an activity might not become

apparent until the activity was tried out and its results analyzed (Patton

1970, p.36). Thus, an activity analysis system was.developed. by the staff to

help shape activity objectives on the basis of feedback from teachers, stu-

dents, and geography consultants. The viability and interest of the resulting

materials reflect this interactive prpcess.

34
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The Involvement of -the, Student. The Portsville model, and the_sbb-
:40-

sequent ordering of the other uni,t'activities around it, was an indication

that the author had struck some sort of balance between the "needs of the

subject matter" and th"needs of the learn E\ r." Pressure from outside

sources, however, indicated that the balance was still not enough in the

students' favor. Helburn, responding to the -"new" Getis outline, sug-

gested a minor revision--that an inductive rather.than deductive approach
,

be taken to the "density gradient" concept. The\
3r
eason given for the re-

quested change was that it is more exciting for the student to find the

principle from readily available evidence than it is to be told the prin-

ciple and then ask why it operates (Letter to A. Getis from Helburn,

Feb. 15, 196S).'

Another persistent and influential voice in favor of the student's in-

terests was the Educational Testing Service, which was given the contract--

for formal evaluation. .....;n its summary of recommendations after the 1965

--/limited school trials of the urban unit, five of its eight rdcpmmendations

involved maintaining or dropping activities on the basis of how interested

the students Were in them (Educational Testing Service Evaluation Report...,

Mar. 5, 1966, pp. 27-28). Firom this very first trial, student and teacher

interef5--which, incidently, correlated very highly--became an increasingly

important criterion for judging course materials. The,high interest shown

in the di-ban unit was also an important standard against which later units

were judged (A. Getis interview, June 14, 1970). One staff member was con-

cerned that the role of student interest may have become too. important.

There is a general goal of keeping the course interesting

for the student. It i/ possible, in 'fact, that the goals of

vigor and accuracy andlsome geography. objectives have been

sacrificed to this end. We have made an effort to use technol-

ogy and strategies appropriate to the learning intended, but we

have by no means put the learning intended as the only goal.

This might be viewed as another project pendulum: the continuum

runs from an old fashioned "learn Latin whether it is useless or

not," to an also old fashioned "if he has a good day every day

we think we're doing well." We seem to fall closer tolthe

latter end than the former (Manheim 1967, p.12).

The Project made no attempt to list formally the needsof students or

to call in educational psychologists for advice about how 93 meet these needs.

Meeting the needs and interests of high school students seemed naturally to

follow from curriculum materials that gave students an active role in their
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own learning. This was a direct result of the Project's emphasis on

learning.activitie and an evaluation system that brought student opinion

to bear at various points in the Project's develop nt model. When edu-

cational psychologists did consult on subsequent unit it was to insure

that the high degree o student activity be continued.

Individual Differences, Individual student differences were another

early concern. /The initia1,.Getis materials centered on six exercises

which were to be carried out bythe -student, during the three-week unit.,

Each exercise had three or four variations designed for students of

different. intellectual abilities and different urban backgrounds. .Slow
dr

students Were found to be able to handle the material, but the brighter

students' learned it even better (Minutes of Unit Authors' Co-ordinating

Conference 1966).

The commitment to individual differences proved to be a personal one

and did not become a general goal of the project. Helburn was deeply

oommitted.to allowing for-,individual differences and in 1966 described a

position on the staff for a "special materials" person. According to

Helburn:

He would spend &et of next fall andwinter watching
the effect of our materials on slow learners, disad-
vantaged youngsters, and kids with poor recor in

school. He would try to pick out those materials
which seemed to catch the interest and participation
of the bright underachievers. The following spring/,
summer, and year he would try to expand these sorts
of materials into a ."special" track (Memorandum to
Steering Committee fro0.,Helburn, Feb. 18, 1966).

-J

The National Science Foundation showed little enthusiasm for work

done with disadvantaged students. Funding restrictions caused Helburn to

reword the request by dropping the term "special students" and instead to

use the term:"bright underachievers." The pOsition Helburn described was

filled some 18 month§-later by George Davis. About the time Davis was

getting his program underway, his iob. was cut in the interests of9conomy

and in deference to the psychological complexity of underachievement.

Helburn wondered if the latter concern was not really the "fear of tar-.

nishing the academic respectability of.the High School Geography project"

(Etelburn 1970, p.11). Davis wondered if it was not simply a. power
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struggle where individuals interested in disadvantaged students lost out

because of the AAG's apathy rm the entire area (Davis interview, June 15,

1970). Possibly a group of professional geographers, constituted as they

were as policy makers in a curriculum project, were reluctant to enter an

area they aid not understand and could not easily control. The most con-

vincing argument was that Dais simply did not make a rigorous enough

case for his program and, hence, failed to sell the Steering ComMittee on

its &sefulness. The upshot of the entire debate was that the materials

.would .¢e geared to "the upper 60 to 70 per cent"(Heiburn 1970, p.11)%

Provision was made in each unit for optional activities. The intent of

these optional activities was rdlated more to content enrichment than td,

individual student differences.

-00°1
The Content and Its Structure

Tc\ identified four types of content which paralleled the four types

of behavioral outcomes he saw as the products of curriculum. Social
.

science knOwledge is the content stressed in a curriculum focusing on the

scholarly man. 'like content for the investigating man is "process," oen-

tering on ways of social science thinking. The urban unit stressed pro-

cess in its activities. The Getises brought students into their cur- .

riculum by allowing them to function as geographers, thereby preserving

their right tc make decisions. The freedom to choose stimulated student

interest and activity. Students could learn as much or moresfrom

wrong decisions as they could .from right ones. the geographic concepts

and principles built into.the activities were highlighted by the teacher

en debriefing the activities. Treated in this way, geographic con-

pts and structuiies were internalized 6y students and used as more for-

mal criteria by which one group of students judged the decisions made

by other groups of students. Arthur Getis felt satisfied that the

process-centered urban unit did not comproMise thell,values he held as a

research geographer. The Unit showed that students who used the pro-

cesses of the discipline could learn its content as well. Thus "schol-

arly man" and "investigating man" could be one and the same.

Experience had shown that the content of the "geographer's Way" was

more than'the reasoned ordering of nographical concepts envisioned by -:
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T
Thomas. Although the project retained many of Thomas' concepts, his mate,-

rials were rejected becaube they emphasized)product at the expense of'Pro-

cess. Nor was the content of the "geographer's' way" developed by teacheis

who developed course outlines using the Advisory Paper.41-Instead,'Ithe

notion of the "geographer's way" was given substande by teams of university

'geographers, Sometimes working with eduCational psychologists and always

with secondary school teachers. Their content offerings were subjected to

repeated trials in hundreds of classrooms by increasingly critical teachers

and students. The content that surIived was diverse,-innovative, and based

very much on an activ , voluntary, process-centered approach.. /I

Part of the cre it for the "inquiry'.' emphasis in the course must go to

' Helburri. Pattison.described Helburn's role in the Project as one of in-

formant and exhorter:

By letters, calls, and conversations; he promoted a project-
wide sense of adventure, passing along the lessons of ex-
perience'from author to author -- especially, at first, lessons
from the Getis'sand sharing*with them the benefit of what
he was learning from other proj4CCS. Through Helburn,,,the

unit authors became aware of the norms of the curriculum re-
form movement. He preached "the courage to exclude" as A(

virtue to be cultivated by makers of new materials, and he
kept before the authors the "discovery" principle as a
methodological ideal (Pattison in Patton 1970, pp. 65-66).

A Content-centered Unit. The urban unit is an example of the direc-

tion the Project was moving, while the water resources unit provides an
j

I

le of a direction that was rejected. The water resources unit was a

fitting contrast to the urban unitin that it took the view that the mind '

was an empty vessel to be filled with facts. Like the Thomas material it,

too, failed to reach.publiCation. If the Steering Committee agreed bn

little else, it agreed that the units being produced had.to present good.

geographic content and, above, all, be teachable.' -The water unit had good

content but, as subsequent events proved, -it was not teachable.

Douglas Carter had formerly been with the. Earth Science Curriculum

Project and was the unanimous choice of the Steering Committee to develop

the unit on water. His materials were developed in the spring of 1965,

tested during the summer, and revised for wider school trials that fall.
41--

Almost from the Beginning, the unit ran into problems. Carter developed

the materials in close cooperation with Roger Robinson, and tested drafts
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fit

the material in RObinson's ninth-grade cla s at University High School,

Carbondale, Illinois (Carter 1965). Robinson was not a typical social

studies teacher: he was an outstanding teacher as well as an excellent

4
ft

gedgrapher in his own right. Though the materials worked well with

Robinson teaching them, they were a disaster when tried on a broader

basis during the summer and fall of 1965. The results of thelsummer aid
.

"icy

fall trials were very Similar. Time did not permit a careful review of

results, let alone a careful revision of the materials prior to the fall

trials.: A teacher taking part in the fall trials wrote that the unit was

poor in light of its purpose. The vocabulary, according to that critic

teacher, was impossible and the sequencing'of.the unit unseasonable. It

was the teacher's considered opinion that "the entire Fresh Water Re-,

'sources Unit should be aondemned" (Letter to Helburn,from*Williams, Jan.

Part of the blame could be placed on shipping difficulties, getting

a late start, and lack of time for revision. Much bf the-difficulty,

31, 1966)

however, came from Carter's scholarly approach to.the 4iscipline.

Helburn characterized the Carter approach ag being "straight forward"

and largely "didactic," which was, he suggested, "Carter's natural mode"

(Memorandum to Steeling Committee from Helburn, Nov. 11, 1966). White

was also concerned about the organization and strategies of the unit

developed by Carter when he wrote

the level of pedagogia' challenge of much of the unit is

far below what we might expect from a High School Geogrhphy

Project product. For example, I would think that the des-

-- criptions of both irrigation and ofpwater power and waste

disposal leave very little that will pique the imagination

of the student and feed him into more basic problems and

considerations. . 0

I hope that whatever editing'yOu Dielburna.umdertake

will provide for on radical removal of the less chal-

kenging material in favor of presentation of ideas and

methods of thought. In this regard the unit is strong in

dealing both with water, balanceand with benefit-cost

ratio calculation (Letter to Helburn from White, Mar. 11,

1966).

ist

An entire year passed from the completio(cof the limited trials
f .

until,
wHelburn reported, on November 11, 1966, that there was still no

completed manuscript on water.' It was decided to turn the unit over
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to,Melvin Marcus to incorporate into the habitat unit. he was authoring.

By 1968 both the water unit and the habitat unit were incorporated into

yet another unit called Habitat .and Resobl-ces by new author, Robert

Durrenberger. The completed unit, sent to the p lisher in 1970, re-

flected the work of the editing staff more thalV t did the efforts of the

authors assigned to develop it. By 1970 the unit had equal emphases on

process and .factual content.
s

The Unit Structure. The debate over conceptual content of the course

materials continued throughout 1965 and 1966. At the time that the McNee

settlement theme outline was accepted by the Steering Committee (at its

December 1964 meeting), the Project intended to issue a book of outlines

that had been proposed as alternatives to the McNee outline. This never

came to pass, and even though White wrote one of the outlines, he stated

that

the existence of theoretical outlines claimed little
enthusiasm and only the dregs.of staff time. Attention
was centered so thoroughly upon producing materials that
had intellectual structure, an inquiry approach,.and
practical utility.in the classroom that the elaboration"
of other themes seemed important only if and when similar
energy could be devoted to theal,(White, June 1, IVO,. p.8):

On the other hand, Kohn had a different interpretatioA n of why the outlines

were never developed He felt that certait spatial advocates lacked the

willingness rather than the time to pursue the alte'inatiVe outlines (Kohn

interview, June 14, 1970).

The settlement theme outline chosen fu,the Project reflected what.

McNee felt was a pluralistic conception of`the "geographer's way." McNee

focused on the different types of"research questions asked by geographers.

He listed them as follows:

1. Physical geography, or geography as earth science; the
arrangement and futictioning of "natural" things on the surface
of the earth.

Cultural, or ecological, geography; the relationship
between.man and his environment.

3. Regional geography, or area studies; what a given place

is like as a "totality."

4. Spatial geography, or location theory; the geometry
'of the earth's surface; why things are arranged as they are
and why there are differences in densities, dispersions,
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5. Political geography; how the po4tical system impresses
itself on the landscape (McNee in Morrissett 1967, pp. 57-

63)

The settlement theme outline went though three revisions in a.

period of about a year and a half. By 1966 it Insisted of ten dnitg,

parts of which included all the research areas listed by McNee. Spatial

geography, or lOcatiOn theory,Alad a predominant role it all the units,

but it most completely dominated the urban, manufactdring, and agri-.

cultural units. Culture was stressed in both the culture and habitat
,

units, while the emphasis in the water unit was physical. The pollitical

processes unit was, of.course, political. The regional emphasis was

lacking throughout the outline except for secondary consideration in-the

political processes unit, and the yet-to-be-developed unit on Japan

(McNee in Morrissett 1967, p.61).

There was a general, though far from unanimous, acceptance of this

outline, and the acceptance seemed to growfWith time. Advocates of a

regiOnal course were possibly pladated by the cAntinued promise, still

being made in 1967, that once the se,Ittlement theme course was finished',
%

a regional courae would soon follow. To indicate how seri s the think-

ing was on the proposed regional course, outlines were solibcited from

five geographers, several of whom were the most outspoken advocates of a

regional approach (Report to the AAG.., March 1967). If their crit-

icism of the spatial approaEh was not blunted by hopes for.the future, it

may have been blunted because they were simply too, busy developing

regional course outlines.

Although McNee was verpmuCh in the spatial tradition, his settle-

ment theme 'outline was challenged for not b in spatial'enough. Because

the course was already heavily urban in_orientation, why not allow urban'

examples to answer all.of the questions posed in the McNee outline?

(Letter to Helburn from Getis, May 2, 1966) The question was answered

at a very lively Unit Adthor'a Co-ordinating-Conference in April 1966.

The question arose when,unit author's were asked if the settlement theme

outline was at all restrictive. Most authors felt it was not restrictive

.enough, though Elmer Keen claimedto see no freedom in writing the Japan
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Unit.' McNee clarified theoutline as a thread of continuity..rather than

a backbone or a straitjacket:. The.,concepts of sAle,'time, areal association,.

and spatial interaction were the links that provided.th*s continuity.

Getia suggested that,thewcourse fo'Cs on urbanization, his riob..son
. -

being that it provided structure and guidance and would be better accepted

by the-educational community.',,The discussants went so far as to advocate

th4t,a "subcommittee of diverse-viewe. be..drawn tip to formulate'd state-

ment on the Possible re7organization of the Bourse.. When,atked to be on
a ,

the committee-, McNee refused, saying that authors should, study the present

Odtlineand it. would be up to the Steeting,Committee aria the Project office"'

to dedide.if the unitefit the.theme. He-also-suggested that it was in-

appropriate for the authors tb dictate to the Cormitt4e. Merrill Ridd

recalled his 2riende with the Eakth ScienckCUrrietillurayroject,.in

which an outline-Was4andeddbl,in'from abOlie "andthes-Writers labored wider
.

. -

it, This experience caused the Earth Sdience Curriculum Project to move

toward more akithor freedom.. The High School Zedgraphy Project. needed

to strike, # balance= between central - control: author freedom. The Pro-
. ,

ject recognized this position and,tb4 settlement theme outline remained'

a8 the or4anizing element of thge course (Minutepri1.22-23, 1966?.
9

This marke'd-a period when the Prject seemeg0 to .be moving toward more

centralization. #

;

In,retrospect, the entire ar4uMent, over the settlement theme outline

seems gratuitOu. n
When asked about'it, McKee said that he. designed the

a

outline to.cobrdinate the approaches which had already been decided upon

by theSteering Committee. The first two units were to be on urban geog-
,

raphybecause it was current and water because that was White's primary

interest. Explaining its acceptance"over the other outlines, he went on

to say that th outline was also political in nature because it included

elements dear to all Committee factions. The outline was stillbOrn,

because at the time was developed, a decisibn had already been reached

to allow-individual authors to stay in their home areas and develop their

individual units. Having a-course structure, as represented by the out

dhd having author autonomy were' mutually exclusive goals. MCNeillA

admitted that he did not realize this at the time the decition was made,

but when he did realize it after the Author's Co-ordinating Conference,

,
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he had to make a decision. He could have pushed for a completely uni-

fied course -at the cost of a great deal of tune and effort--or he could
,

simply let the fact of decentr-alization work itself out. In looking

back, McNee felt his decision was a good one (McNee interview, June 154

1970). The idea of a settlement theme stayed with the Project and gen-
.

erated vigorous debate, but the outline was ,more important as an artifact

of the curriculum construction process than it was asfa structure of the

, final course materials.

In retrospect Pattison, like McNee, provided an insightful inter-

pretation of the entire debate over course structure. To Pattison the

intense interest of the Steering Committee reflected what he called "a

phase of Steering Committee control." This period began in the winter

of.1964 and lasted into the fall of 1966. It was a time when the

.Steering Committee,tried'its hand at curriculum material 4evelopment:

This accounts for the many course outlines and the intense interest and

frequent criticism of the direction the unit authors were taking. By

1967, materials development became, increasingly the domain of the Project
A

staff, and the staff's degree of control can be materially measured by

the increasing numbers of evaluators, editors, and educators who were

added to the staff. According to Pattison it is this staff control

phase beginning in 1967 that accounts for the uniform teachability of

the curriculum product that finally emerged in dy70 (Pattison interview,

July 15, 1970).

Learning Theory and Strategies

Learning theory and strategies were never formally considered in

the early development of the Project's materials. The learning theory4\

and strategies of the materials resulted from 'an evolutionary process

rather than an initial view of how learning takes place. The rationale

and objectives of the urban unit gradually changed to reflect process

and the development of "investigating man." After the first limited

school trials, the student and his interests were a primary concern, and

the subsequent ordering and structuring of geography content recognized

this concern: How the Project explained the type and amount of student

1parning made evident\by the school trials was never explicitly stated,
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although there was often the feeling that a learning theory should some-

how be recorded. This concern for an infusion of the latest and best

thiAking in educational psychology led White to contact personally Jerome

Bruner and. request the names of learning theorists who could be hired by
0

each of the unit authors on a consulting basis for the six to nine months

it took to develop their units (Letter to Bruner from White, Mar. 16,

1966).

Several of the later unit authors were able to take advantage of
a

psychological consultants, but it was done more out of a local need with

local consultantg than a general mandate from the Project office. Howard

- Stafford, author bf.the manufacturing, unit, worked very closely with the
I

psychologist LeonarlLansky at the University of Cincinnati. Roger

Kasperson, author of the political unit, worked with the staff of Clark

University and particularly, with Joseph Bentley, who at the time was head

of the psychology department at Clark. The urban unit was a testimony to
4

the importance Getis placed on educator-author collaboration, but his

collaboration was wits teachers rather than psychologists and was more
0

typical of the Project approach to learriing theory.
.

Geographer-Educator Cooperation. For the most part, educationists

were excluded from the Project's.12ipal curriculum development process.

Of the six experts consulted before developing the original Getis unit,

not one came from the field of Iducatio (Progress Report to HSGP, Nov.

20, 1964). This same lack of involvement of education had drastic con-

sequences for the water resources unit deVeloped by Carter. Once Getis

started on hi new direction, however, there was a direct influence of

1,ess formalize , but no less important, educational thought in,the persons

..6: Judith Getis and of Dana Kurfman of the Educational Testing Service.

Both were xperienced public school teachers and Arthur Getis attributed

much of the unit's success to them (Getis interview, June 14, 1970).

A comparison of the evaluation results of both the urban unit and
.7

the water unit undoubtedly influenced the direction taken by'the more

perceptive authors charged with the developme401, later uRits. Getis,

and by contrast Carter, proved that imaginative learning activities and

teaching strategies were vital to the success of high school curriculum

°materials. Max Kirkeberg and Richard lough followed this pattern and

4
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developed a very successful unit in cultural geography, attributing much

of its success to the imaginative use of teaching strategies:, Duane Knos
CT

of the University of Kansas marshalledthe efforts of his geography de-

partment into a highly imaginative unit on agriCulture best characterized

by the very successful "Game of Farming." Roger Kasperson recognized a

need'for educational advice when he turned to the staff of Clark and again

when he contacted the Abt Associates for the gaffe of "Section" in his po-

litical unit, A similar list of units which had difficulty could be

dtawn up, and it would include the work of, geographers who tried to go

the development'pracesses alone or who for one reason or another were

Unable to assimilate the reality of the publid school classroom into their

Writing. The list would include such units as Networks of Cities, The .

Habitat., and Japan. Very little of What was contained in these original

units surVived to be included in Macmillan's Geography in an Urban Age

course.

The Growing Importance of Teacher Training. ) very important factor

in determining how the materials would be taught was the teacher's manual.

Again, Getis was the first author to use a rather detailed teacher's

guide. Because of its success, the pattern was folloWed in subsequent

project units. This was in contrast to Carter's approach in his water

resources unit. Carter saw the'author's role as one of gathering signif-
.

.icant ideas, arranging them logically, and leaving their implementation

to the imagination of the, teacher. He hoped that, by letting the teachers

go, he could then learn what strategies best suited his materials (Kurf-
r

man interview, June 2, 1970). This was similar to the reasoning behind

the Advisory Paper developed in the first year Of the Project's history.

.

The view was no more successful in 1965 than it was in 1963. The trials

teachers who used the teacher's guide for the urban unit were favorable

toward its content and intent. The:only negative comments about the

guide came from teachers who felt that the guide did notgo far enough in

suggesting a er supplementary materials or detailed guidelines for con-

tinuous e aluation (Educational Testing Service Evaluation Report...,

March 5, 1966, pp. 27-28). The trials were as much a test of the teacher's

guide as they were of the student materials.

A learning theory is only is good as the student and teacher behaviors
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that result fm it. The teaching strategiba Implicit in the High School

Geography Project course materials and stated in the teacher's guide made

teaching and learning fun. The students at Bowdish Junior High School

were interacting with the materials and each other, and their behavior

was being modified by the process. The students had somehow been freed

by the.classrooaclimate to learn for themselves. The teacher in the

Bowdish classroom had also been taught something about learning and its

application. If the materials were to be taught successfully at all, a

definite behavior change was required on the part of the teachers. They

could no longer view themselves as the fountainheads of knowledge, as

the great arbitrators and decision makers, or as the managers of a "guiet"
- ,

learning environment. The High School Geography Project teacher educatic

film, "High School Geography:' New Insight," has little narration, but its

message is clear. Active, learning students tell the High-School Geog-

raphy Project story as well a* it can be told.

Teacher education was a part of the Project's role ever since the

first teacher's guide was printed. Its teacher training program began in

earnest the moment the first teachers were recruited to teach the materials

on an expetimental basis in 1965.

The first teache training materials were developed when the Project

staff realized that a "new geography" was only as new as the classroom

teacher was willing to make it. As time passed, the importance of teacher

education grew to the'extent that it dominated the efforts of the Project's

last year of existence. It is not surprising that the Teacher Education

Kits prepared by the Project used the Project activities as a vehicle to

transmit the concepts and methodology.of good teaching.

Development of a Process Model

The early years of the High School Geography Project were productive

but not very efficient. Existing curriculum theory provided little in 2s

sight into the type of revision the Project leadership felt was needed

for'high school geography. When the Steering Committee did agree on an

approach it wasjusually so eclectic in nature that it failed to provide

adequate direction for the unit authors. Much responsibility devolved on

the authors and consensus came after rather than before the materials were
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developed. The first three steps of the curriculum cavelopment model

(see page 19) amassed data which pointed to new knowledge and new

applications of existing knowledge in the area of curriculum develop-

.

ment and desitin. The intensive evaluation efforts of the later steps

in the model moved the Project staff into a central role in tightening \s,

k

and refining the new curriculum design.

I

4 7
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Chapter 3

The Curriculum Evaluation Model

From the beginning of the High School Geography Project, evaluation

was taken seriously and was an integral part of the Project's:curriculum

development process. The type of evaluation used by the Project had

little precedence and, as a result, much of the work constituted a new

approach to the subject. The emphasis the Project placed on evaluation-

was a direct outgrowth of the emphasis placed on the teacher and the stu-

dent. The task was nor. tdievaluate students and teachers as individuals,

but to evaluate the teaching materials through the knowledge, skill,

feelings, and attitudes of their users. This was a,very different con-

cept of evaluation from that which was current in educational thought.

Evaluation has always been a particf.the educational process. Be-

fore the growth of the measurement movement in pre-Darwinian times, eval-

uation was a function of the intuitive processes of the evaluator. With

the development of modern psychology, measurement moved from its intuitive

base to a point today where it can rest on solid statistical data. This

movement marks a shift in technique and methodology, but not a shift in

emphasis. The,bulk of evaluation theory at the time the Project began

was still centered on the individual, be that individual a student, a

teacher, or an administrator. When curriculum materials were the subject

of evaluation, usually the study was designed to tell how well the mate -
\

rials performed but not why that was the case or how to change them to

giVe better results.

There is a growing body of evaluation literature emphasizing the

gathering of information to improve curricula. Bruner supported the idea

of developmental evaluation when he wrote,

tt would seem much more sensible to put evaluation

into the piodbre before and during curriculum 'construction,

as a form of intelligence operation to help the curriculum

maker in his choice of materials, in his approach, and in

his manner of setting tasks for the learner. . . .if ell, I-

uation is to be of help it must be carried out to provide

feedback at a time and in a Form that can be useful in the

*design of materials and exercises ,(Bruner 1967, p.30).
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Lee Cronbach has also suggested that curriculum evaluation should

serve the function of-identifying the facets of a course which need re-

vision. A large on-going pool of questions should be established to test

and modify the objectives, content, and learning. situations of new cur-

riculum materials (Cronbach 1964, pp. 232-36). Michael Scriven.has pro -

vided a term for this new tveof evaluation. He distinguishes it as

"-formative" evaluation, in contrast to "summative," which is primarily

designed to evaluate the completed product Ocriven 1966, pp. 7-8).

The Evaluation Model

The question of evaluation was considered at the Steering Committee

meeting held in December 1964. It was the same meeting that launched

both the urban and water units and the settlement theme outline. Tom

Hastings, who was then director of the Curriculum Evaluation Research

Center at the University of Illinois, was present at the meeting. He

pointed out a dual objective that should be included in any of the Pro-

ject's evaluation: to help revise e materials and to help schools to

decide whether to adopt the material He strongly suggested that the

Project ally itself with a professio 1 testing center (Minutes of

Steering Committee Meeting, Dec. 29-30, 1964i. Hagirn shared this be-

lief, which was consistent with what was already being done by other,

curriculum development projects, particularly the Biological( Sciences

Curriculum Study and the Earth Science Curriculum Project. He recommended

that the Project find an agency that could hell%with evaluation of the

Project's materials- (Memorandum to,Steering Committee from Helburn, Dec.

11, 1964).

There was some initial doubt about what testing agency to use, but

.it was settled after HelbtArn visited the Psychological Corporation of

New York and the Educational Testing Service. of Princeton. Both could

have prepared an objective test for the Project, but the Educational

Testing Service (ETS) representatives indicated an interest in, and the

capabilities for,- a variety of different kinds of evaluation (Letter to

White froM Helburn, Feb. 10,'1965). Because of this, ETS became the

consulting agency for the Project's evaluation.

Each unit of the settlement theme course went through one or more
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cycles of development, evaluation, and revision. For the urban unit,

this cycle was repeated five times'during the materials development. The

initial development stagerelied heavily on the evaluation specialist.

His jot) was to work closely with the unit author to develop a pool of

questions sufficient for the tests and evaluation questionnaires used

thoughout the informal teaching trials. It was thought that the careful

491
construction of test items would force the author to clarify his objec-

tives and focus attention on the most important concepts of the unit;

''but, as it actually happened, the best test items could not be con-

structed until after the course materials were written (Richburg inter-

view, June 8, 1970). Once they objectives were formulated and the methods

of teaching them selected, educators mere called in to look at the teach-

ability of the materials. If any modification in objectives took pldde,

the evaluation specialist was often called in to develop new test items

to evaluate the modified materials (Memorandum to staff from Helburn,

April 5, 1966)..

Informal School Trials. The evaluation phase of the cycle began

when the first versior of the materials was ready for tryout. Informal

school trials usually involved five teachers and some 300 students. The

trials took place in the author's home area so the' author could have more
d

op tunities to observe the teaching of his unit. An bittempt was made

to hooSe classrooms with a representative cross sectiol of students and

to chers. However, because the informal trials were vo untary and carried

out in close proximity to the authoes.university, the students and',

teaA rs used in the trials were somewhat above the average (Kurfman,

Feb. 1967, p.39). This bias was assessed by an aptitude test given to

eac of tie students. In addition to this, the unit test was administered

befo e and after the unit was taught to see how well the students learned

the ncepts and skills of the unit. To assess attitudes toward the mate-

rials students and teachers were given questionnaires designed tameasure

their erceptions of the clarity and interest of the materials..

T e revision cycle began very soon after the informal trials got

under ay. Authors met with the trial teachers while the materials were

being aught, as meetings of this nature provided a valuable two-way flow

of info tion. Teachers could identify problems in the teaching of the
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unit, and the author, often in conjunction with the other teachers, could

offer suggestions that many times became inputs for the revision process.

The formal revision came at the conclusion of teaching the unit after

all the test data had been collectedi Teacher comments, student tests, and

teacher and's'4udent questionnaires provided data used by the evaluator to

make recommendations concerning, modifications needed in the unit. .these

recommendations, coupled with the author's own ideas, became the basis for

unit revision by the author. 'The revised materials were then sent to the

Project headquarters to be prepared for more extensive trials.

Limited and National School -Trials. The entire cycle was repeated

in the limited field trial. This time, however, the trials were generally'

conducted by the Project staff rather than the unit authors,. If con-
,

siderable revision had occurred after the first limited trial, the unit

might be tried aglin in a second,'third, or even fourth limited trial.

The data collection process of these more expanded, limited school trials

was much more systematic than, the first, informal round of trials. Often,

from three to six units were tested with some 25 to 75 teachers. Because

4 of the numbers of teacheis and students.invdIved, many more variables

could-be brought into the evaluation picture. Students were divided by

achievement, sex, and social background. Teachers were divided by aca-

demic 'background, geographic knowledge, and,. in at' least one trial period,

by the type of training provided by the Project itself. Comparisons could

then be made and correlations drawn from these multiple variables with

success or the lack of success of the materials. For example, in the 1965-

1966 limited school trials, 25 of the 70 teachers involved were selected

as an experimental groui and given an intensive short course in the geo-

grphicconcepts and teaching strategies of the new material,p. It was

found that there was no significant difference in the performance of

these experimental teachers when compared with the control group who were

..given no previous training by the Project (Richburg interview, June 8;

1970).

While there was a need and a desire on the parthe Project de-

velopers to have widespread 'national school trials on the completed course,

time and resources prevented these trials from taking place. The need'%;ias

there, but responsibility for wide-scale evaluation was turned over to the
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publisher. At this time there is no indication the publisher has

assumed this esponsibility. Even if the evaluation had been carried

out it would,,n all liklihood, not have followed the High School -Geog-

raphy Project model. The unique nature of the Project's evaluation was

its emphasis on a rapid transmission of results to parties responsible

for making curriculum revisions. Because of this, extended data pro-
.

cessing procedures such as analysis of video tapes or the systematic

evalliation of classroom behavior were precluded by the model. The model

also precludd-Velayed feedbaCk of teacher and student impressions or

student attainments months or years later (Kurfman 1968, pp. 7-9).
N.0

Evaluation in Unit Revision. The unit tests (focusing on cognitive
.

questions) varied considerably from year to year and from unit to unit.

The format of the questionnaires (focusing on AUdent and teacher judg-
e

ments about the materials), however, remained fairly consistent over

time. (See the'Appendix for examples of the questionnaires.) As a re-

sult of this stability, re ctions to the units could be compared from

year to year either with e ch other or within va ious versions of the

same unit. The questionnaire data had,stbilit which, in turn, provided

-.criteria for judgment.
=3

The data on cognitive growth were much more(of a probleM. What con-

/ ,\
stitutes a significant growth in cognitive ability from pre- to posttest?

Was the amount of change constant' with each concept tested? What about.

an activity that combines many concepts and skills? All of these goes-

Lions had to be answered, but the early answers often came in terms of

intuitive feelings and grew out of experience-rather than di.atiStical

confidence intervals. As time went on and criteria became better estab-

lished, it was much easier to make these subst4ntive judgments.

An Application of the Evaluation Model

The mapdel.of evaluation described so far is general in nature. In
,

order to understand how it worked and how it influenced the Project.

materials, it is necessary to trace the evolution of a unit through each

of the model's cycles.

1965 Informal School Trials. The urban unit, after a hesitant start,

was written over in brief six-week period g5 time. The initial trial
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phase began in April 1965 in two high schools and a month later in three

more in the author's locale. During the initial informal trials, many

short meetings were held between Dana Kurfman of ETS and the unit devel-

opment team.' (The many meetingspetween the', Educational Testing Service

and the unit author were probably unusual, due more to the close proximity

of Princeton; New Jersey, to New Brunswick and the close person friendship

of Kurfman,and the Getises.) The meetings providedla useful sounding
J

board for the ideas that had gone into jthe materials. The experiences of.

)nthe trials were satisfying, d both the teachers and the students were

enthusiastic' about the unit. The summer of 1965 was spent revising the

)
unit in light of the informal trials experience, and A revised version of

the unit was ready for the limited school trials that fall (Report on the

Urban Unit..., June 9, 190)
a

.

1965-1966 Limited School Trials. Getis felt pressured during the
a' V

summer when he was revising his unit for its first limited trials. There

Were two or three activities which he wanted to include in the revised

unit, but time simply did not permit him to do it (Letter to He/burn from

Getis, Aug. 9, 1965). Also time prevented the revised materials from

being caret li reviewed by the Project office. ReVision could have prevented

another sto Steering Committee meeting where the Getis unit was roundly

Criticize it emphasized the wrong concepts; it did not respond to the
*

needs

!
o the student; and it did not meet the obligations of the pro-

"fessio . Getis was commended, however, on the imaginative teaching strat-
i

egies used in the materials (Minutes of Steering Committee Meeting, Deck

10-11, 1965). This confrontation came before the results of the unit's

trials were in Steering Committee hands. If the materials were criticized

by the geography profession at the Steering COmmittee meeting, they were

apparently vindicated by the results of the 1965 limited school trials,

The limited trials were actually regional trials, for both the urban.

unit and the fresh water resources unit were tried in California, Illinois,

Ohio, and New Jersey. Each of the four areas was otganized under the

leadership of an area coordinator who served as a supervisor and liaison

person between the teachers, ETS,.and the Project office. Getis stayed

with his unit during the first limited trials as the New Jersey area co-

ordinator. In all, there were 47 teachers and 2,200 students involved in
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the trials ( Edudational Testing-Service Evaluation Report..., Mar. 5,

1966, p.2). In a summary of its recommendatioAS drawn from the trials,

,ETS reported that

I. The test results and the enthusiastic reponse of both
teachers and students suggest "t the unit is a successful teach-

ing instrument in approkimately its present form.

2. To the extent that the generation of student interest in

geography is a goal, group activities involving the manipulation of

1. objects should be retained.

3. A greater variety of readingt should be provided in the

unit, especially readings suitable for poor readerd.

4. The success of the several activities centering on the

local community suggests that, whenever possible, attention should

be centered on the students' own communities.

5. The 'unit is too long:. Certain activities will need to be

dropped, put on an optional basis, or combined.

6. Teachers indicated that class discuiSions,especially those

basSd on the unit readingS, were relatively ineffective in helping

students learn what was intended.

7. The value of 'retaining the student exercises requiring

extended computations should be seriously considered.

8. Some questions on the unit bedNlittle direct relevance to

the unit concepts. Therefore, the Unit test should be analyzed and

revised to provide a more precise measurement of all the unit con'l '

cepts (Educational Testing SerVice Evaluation Report..., Mar. 5,

1966, pp.27-28).

The final publiJhed course reflects the impact of several of these

recommendations. In the short run, however, the evaluation report failed

to pinpoint the real problems which existed in the unit. Teachers and

students encountering such a novel set of materials were enamoured with '

them and were sometimes unwilling to find fault with thematerial.

cause teachers reported that only minor revisions were needed, only minor.

revisions were recommended in the evaluation report (-Richburg 1969). The

revised unit went into its next limited school trials little changed from

its 1965 format.

Lack ,of revision can also be explained' by other fact4rs. Severe*

time limitations were always a factor influencing the testing - revision

cycle. The philosophy behind the presentation ofludluation data was
I

another problem in the revision process. The prevailing attitude of the

early evaluators at ETS was that the evaluation results should more or
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less speak for themselves. This attitude Was reversed'later when the

Project staff evaluators began making much more specific recommendations

regarding the revision of the materials (Kurfman interview, June 2, 1970).

1966-1967 Limited School Trials. In the fall of11966, Inside the

City (as the Getis unit was now called) was one of five units tested by

70 teachers and some 3,000 students. The evaluation for this second

trial was similar in format to that of the earlier trials. However, it

used more criteria in rating the performance of each activity in the unit.

This reflected not only the infbrmation gained from the earlier trials,

but the increased experience and confidence' of the Project staff.

The succeeding 1967 version of the urban unit clearly showed the

impact of the past year's evaluation efforts. Ten activities i-epreSenting

60 percent of the 1966 unit were dropped. In:the aCtivities that were re

tained, some 75 percent of the minor recommendations made from the trials

were implemented. The dropping and recombination of activities reflected

a naW concept of "activity" that had evolved. An "actiVity7t. had previously

been thought of as a short 20- to 30-minute lesson developing a single, spe-

cific student behavior. Now the concept of an "activity" was broadened to

include a bundle of interrelated outcomes associated -with a longer period

of student involvement with the materials. This made the task of evalu-

ation much easier. Each activity, as a coherent entity in itself, could

be more readily identified and its effects isolated for scrutiny (Kurfman

interview, JUne 2, lvo).

1967-1968 Limited School Trials. Twenty-seven teachers and 1,250

students were involved in the 1967-1968 limited school trials. Besides

the radically revised urban unit, three other units were tested. By this

time, both the evaluation and the revision cycle were carried out ex-

clusively by the Project staff. The evaluators used nearly the same

criteria for judging the unit's performance. that were used in thepre-

ceding year.

A new direction of the 1967-1968 trials was the relatively small

r of teachers involved. The previous school trials convinced the

Proje t staff that a small number of highly articulate teachers could pro-
,

vide maximum help in pointing out curriculum weaknesses and suggesting

improvement (Richburg 1969, p.4). Most bf.the teachers used in the .

A
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1967-1968 trials had taken part in the Project's previous trials. These

"right kinds" of teachers were split evenly to represent geography

teachers with a great deal of experience in the discipline and social

studies teachers with a minimal geography background.

,One variable examined was the useWness of clustering teachers in
1

the same locality. The trials demonstrated that having a cluster of

teachers in one area did not generate the close cooperation that was

expected. There was evidence, for example,,that clustering trial teachers

produced little mutual support. Increased communication between teacher
-

and Project staff was seen to be more helpful in curriculum revision than:: r-

communica'tion among trials teachers (Memorandum to Steering Committee

from Kurfman, Feb. 20, 1967).
ff

1968-1969 Limited School Trials. The revisions following the 1967-

1968 trials were doine.in close cooperation with the Macmillan Company,

the publisher chosen for the course. Patricia dish worked with the

Boulder staff during the summer and fall of 196, during which time the

major edilting,of the first three units was completed. All three units

were printed in nearly final format for,the last school trials to be

carried out in the 1968-1969 school year. The Geography of Cities,
a

Ma factoring and Agriculture, and Cultural Geography units were tested

in 29 schools in 22 states (Report to the AAG..., July 1969) The units

were evaluated in terms of teachability and of student attainment of

objectives. On the basis of these evaluative findings and on the advice

Of the Steering Committee and editorial staff, the unfits were revised

and the final versions were transferred to the Macmillan Company for

comnercial.production.

Analysis of the Evaliption4Model

The Getis unit went through fiVe cycles of development, evaluation,

P
and revision. This was more evaluation and-revision than any other

single unit of the course. Robert Richburg, a Project staff evaluator,

followed each phase of this process over a five-year period and made the .,

following' general statements concerning the process:

1. .There are many legitimate reasons for the recommendations
of the Evaluation Reports not being implemented in the unit re-
visions. Insufficient editing time, over riding concerns about the
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length of the unit, or of the general content that it includes
would be but a-couple of such reasons. It does seem apparent, how-
ever, that particularly in the early revisions of the Urban Unit

the evaluation reports were not utilized as fully as they shbuld
have been.

2. The evaluation reports have had much less influence in
determining which'activities are retained and which dropped from
the unit, than they have had in determining specific revisions for
the activities which have been retained.

3. The composition and style of the evaluation reports them-
selves must bear much of the. responsibility for the relatively small

influence they have had in the revision probess. The reports,. have

tended to be unnecessarily lo q. The recommendations have often

lacked clarity and specificit . With the exception of the most

recent evaluation report (196 ) recommendations have not been made

authoritatively or with convi tion.

4. The evaluation reports have tended to provide more help in

suggesting minor revisions for activities which have been iSell re-

ceived by teacherscand students; than for activities that have been

poorly received and, therefore,,need greater revision. For example,

the 1968 Growth of Cities evaluation report offered nine revision
recommendations for the "portsville" activity which was by far the

best received activity in the unit, and only two recommendations'for

the "Bruges" activity which was the least successful activity in the

unit.

5. The editor-developers within the Project office have a

better record over the past four years in revising the materials

developed by .the unit authors than they have in writing new activ-

ities. The three activities that were developed within the Project

office for the 1967-1968 edition of the unit`, "A Few Ameridan-CEties",

'"Bruges", -and "Models of City Form" have not been as well received y

both teachers and students as the activities that were originally

developed for the. unit and later dropped.

6. The size of our school trial populations. has not influenced

the number or 'value of the recommendations that the evaluation re-

ports have made. In fact, the 1968 evaluation report describing
the smallest of three school trials over the Ur. n Unit, has turnea

odt to have the greatest impact on the revisions f the unit.

7. The evaluation recommendations for the U ban Unit have been

implemented more consistently.in the past two yea s than in 1965.

Sevencysfive per cent of the specific' revision ommendations in

the 1667eport were implemented as were 60 per c nt of the recom-

mendations in the 1968 report. Only about 25 per cent of the recom-

mendations made'in the 1966 report were. implemented.

8. The 1968 evaluation report has attempted-to make recom-
mendations"for larger scale or more involved revisions, to.a greater

degree than its predecessol.s. The March,.1966 report offered
virtually,no recommendations beyond the minor sort involving sim-

plifying vocabularly or adding questions to the readings. The
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DeCember, 1966 report included some recommendations of a more in-
volved kind, but they were few by comparison with the number made

in 1968 (Richburg 1969, pp. 6-7).

It is an interesting observation that in the early trials, when

o
evaluation data were badly needed, the Project staff did not have the

%
experience to make the fullest use of it. In the 1968-1969 trials, when

the data collection was working at its-best, the Project\staff relied

on evaluation results only secondarily in the revision process. Many

times ti7 editing staff could tell what activities needed revision even

before the evaluation results were returned. Often times the evaluation

results served as little more than a double check on changes that were

already made or planned.

In the 1968-1,969 funditg period, Congress cut back on its allocation

of funds for education, and a 70-percent ceiling was t on the High

School Geography Project budget. This caused a co siderable reduction

in personnel and a drastic curtailment of the Proje'ct's evaluation pro-

gram. There was to be a national school trial to test the entirexcourse,

and this was to be conducted by an outside agency. This trial was

abandoned. -A critical result was that three units of the course that

had been almost completely revised after their fist field trials went

to Macmillan with no further evaluation at all. The Project staff was

confident, however, that the quality of these untested revisions was

he . -

comparable to the other more thoroughly tested course units (Richburg
\*..)

interview, June 25, 1970). This indicated a decline -ln evaluation and a

growing reliance on other forces within the curriculum development process.

Other Forces in the Revision Process

There is little doubt that formal evaluation played a major role in

shaping the course that was eventually turned over to t e Macmillan Com-

pany. This, however, was only one of many influences s aping the mate-

rials. White captured the scope of these other influ ces when he wrote,

Altogether in the project, a remarkable group of more

than three hundred classroom teachers, twenty psychologists

and three hundred geographers from one hundred colleges_ and

universities took a direct and responsible part in devising,

testing and revising course materials (White, June 1, 1970,

p.6).
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The Project Steering Committee was.a powerful force in shaping the

course material. Arthur Getis Was not the only author to go before the

committee and plead a case for his version of geographic educatibn.

Authors were given freedom on the assumption that they were competent in

their specialties and knew what to teach from their fields. This freedom

was elusive, however, because each author was accountible to the Committee's

high standards, to the changing curriculum values of the Committee's mem-

bership, and to their settlement theme outline. In 1965, after the Steer-

ing Committee's rather severe criticism of the water unit, it was sug-

gested that Committee criticism would be more helpful if it came before a

unit was completed. It was suggested that the "members' comment, by mail on

the sedond or third draft of any future units (Minutes of Steering Com-

mittee Meeting, Oct. 1-2, 1965). The water unit "disaster" called for a
twt

more formalized system,of feedback sometime "between'the prospectus and

the rigid form." It was decided that the staff would prepare a report on

the progress of each unit author, including notes on what the author was

,including and leaving out of the unit. These reports would be sent to

the Committee members, who would make comments of their own and return the

reportt to the Project office. It was also decided that a consulting

relationship would be established between the Committee/and the unit

authors (Minutes of Steering Committee Meeting, Mar. 11-12, 1966).

The Steering Committee met approximately four times a year, estab-

lishing over time a routine agenda' that foimalized its operations. The

agenda covered most policy-making areas and very few important decisions.

were made without Committee approval. The Steering COMmittee took its

duties seriously and left its imprint on almost all aspects of the Project

materials.

Individual Steering Committee members often kept up a personal

correspondence with the director through the entire Project's history.

The volume of this correspondence is some indication of each member's

importance to the Project. White's correspondence was the most numerous,

and it dealt with many of the key decisions made throughout the Project's

history. He was the Steering Committee between meetings, and this in-'.

variAbsly led to his receiving a carbon copy of most of the important

Project correspondence. White's correspondence was testimony to the fact
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that he was responsible for maintaining the Project's forward motion

and its overall direction (Patton 1970, p.60).

The Project directors, themselves, left their mark on the materials.

Having worked with each of the directors very closely, White assessed
a

their unique contributions when he stated:

William Pattison contributed mightily to the conceptual
organization of ideas in the early stage. Nicholas Helburn
emphasized the basic 'importance of teachability, intellectual-
curiosity and stimulation in classroom procedures. Dana Kurf-
man gave a searching interest in the process of classroom
evaluation and in means of transmitting new ideas to teachers
and teachers of teachers (White, June 1,, 1970, p.5).

The other major influence on revisions came from the editing staff^

itself. The editing phase of the Projectbegan when Helburn reported to

the .Steering Committee in March 1966 that the Project was entering a

"new phase." After the March Steering Committee meeting, all the authors

had been 'assigned their respective units. In the Projs new phase, the

focus of staff attention was to secure "the finest kind of product from

th9se efforts." Recruitment for an editing staff began a short time

later (Memorandum to Steering Committee from Helburn, Mar. 18, 1966).\

Editing was based on information gathered in school trials, on

detailed criticisms de by Steering Committee members, on advice from

outside geographer and educators, and on the results of an editing con-

ference with four of tie unit au

?
ors (Report t6 the AAG..., Mar. 10,

1867). The criteria given by th Project office for editing the4course

centered on significance of geographic content, teachability, and sense

of fit within the total'course outline. White, representing the Steer-

ing Committee view, added two additional factors by stressing that "the

concepts Should be valid" and "that nothing be incorrect or misleading"

(Minutes of Steering Committee Meeting, June 30 -July 1, 1967). The

major task of the editors was to transform the work of the original

authors; written in various styles and'formats, into a uhified course of

instrUttion. This often meant ckarifyingand refining,the teacher guide-
.

lines, sharpening orrewritilp activity objectives, and providing better

readings and data for the students. At times, it even meant writing

completely new activities when the need for them was apparent. Finally,

it meant working with Macmillan to standardize the format and typographical
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style'and develop the artwork and cover designs. The task of, coordinating

this enormous job was given to Donald Patton when he became the Project's

managing editor in 1967. He and Elizabeth Johnson, the senior editor,

headed a nine-member editing team. Between 1967 and 1969 and under-

critical time constraints, this team welded a massive array of curriculum

output into a six-unit course of instructiorf.

I
Comparative Evaluation Models

High School Geography Project evaldation program can be better under-

stood and appreciated in comparison with the evaluation done by other pro-

jects. Because of the great amount of money spent by the Project, it is

only fair that large curriculum development efforts, comparable in size-

and expenditure be used for comparative purposes.

Biological Sciences Curriculum'Studi. The Biological Sciences Cur-

riculum Study (BSCS) used a complEely different development model which,

in turn, called for a considerably different evaluation model from that
43,

used by the High School Geography Project. Three texts and accompanying

teacher and student materials were developed at a writing conference in

the summer of 1960. These materials represented the input of biologists

and public school teachers, althOugh the subject-matter specialists did

the major share of the writing. Testing centers were then selected in 15

different regions, with five testing centers for each of the,three versions

of the materials. Each testing center had-'a cluster of about seven teachers,

one of whom had taken part in the 1960 writing conference. These centers

each had a college consultaht who was also a member 'of the 1960 writing

conference. In late August, 105 of the trials teachers gathered in

Boulder for an intensive, week-long Workshop where they became familiar

with the materials. The data gathering process consisted of keeping open-

ended daily logs which were collected weekly and sent to the testing cen-

ter. These logs were buttressed by reports from visiting consultants.

The logs and reports were compiled and presented to the chapter' authors

during the 1961 summer writing conference. Student opinion was gathered

by having selected classes write about their'experiences with the materials

to the Project office. In addition to the'above-mentioned testing centers,

some 13 other independent centers also supplied information, although in a
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much less formal manner.

Many of the same teachers who participated in the trials of 1960-

1961 stayed with the Program during the similar trials with the new

version of the materials during the 1961-1962 school year. To the

original 360 schools another 150 were added for the second set of

trials, bringing the total to around 500 schools representing 52,000

students in 35 states. The major concern at this stage was as much with

publicity as with evaluation. Thus more schools` used th materials than

were necessary to generate adequate evaluative data. is was particularly

evident in the 1962-1963 school year when 500 more schools joined in the

trials (Grobman'1969, pp. 103-117).

The evaluation undertaken by BSCS was centralized, bUt it is doubt-

ful that the use of the accumulated data could have been in any way

systematic. The open-ended nature of the evaluation instruments and the

proliferating numbers of teachers and tudentg filling them out almost

precluded a systematic analysis of more than a small. sample of the col-

lected data.

School Mathematics Study Group. The School Mathematics Study Group

(SMSGI used a writing conference to develop and a testing center model to

evaluate their seventh- and eighth-grade materials. An SMSG center was

defined as a city, or locality with a chairman who obtained suitable

teachers, distributed materials, and returned evaluation data. Some

centralizing focus came from a college consultant assigned to each center

who provided background information and helped the teachers with problems

growing out of the trials. Each center tried out as many units as pos-

sible, although, to cover all units, some specific ones were assigned to

certain centers. In addition, the 75 teachers were invited tO a con-

ference in Washington, D.C., in the fall of 1958 to become familiar with

the material they were to teach and the philosophy behind it (Wooton

1965, pp.46-50).

The results - of the trials were the topic of a two-day conference
40

directly preceding a 1959 summer writing conference. The panel found the

teachers' comments favorable, and most of them were inclined to recommend

the inclusion of all the units tested in a complete courses 'There were

specific comments made about each unit concerning such things as
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difficulty, style, teachability, and supplementary materials. From the

general nature of these recommendations, it is not surprising, as Wooton

noted, that a topic considered"most teachable"'by some was thought "most

dull" by others (Wooton 1965, p.63).

A similar format was followed during. the rest of the developmental

process on a greatly expanded scale. The evaluation program carried out

1:17 SMSG was limited by the nature of the conference approach to cur-
.

riculum construction. By allowing only two days to survey the eval-

uation data, the direction provided bb the data would be general rather

than specific.

The Role of Evaluation in Curriculum Design
A

The emergence of national curriculum projects made evaluation aft

integral part of the curriculum development process. Existing evaluation

theory failed to prOvide the type of evaluation that was needed. Stan-

dards against which to judge the "success" of activities did not exist

and neither did methods of identifying specific changes that might.im-

prove the materials. Rather, they evolved (Zleast in HSGP) through

an interactive process among Steering Committee members, unit authors,

Project staff, trials teachers, students, and the content and methods

embodied in the materials.

The formative evaluation used by the Project worked in some areas

and solved some problems, but it was relatively ineffective in other

areas with other problems. Evaluation results were most needed during

the early phases of development, but the staff was not experienced enough

to make the best use of the data. In the later trial periods, the knowl-

edge and experiende:of the. staff were so keen that the best evaluation

data then existing added'1,ittle to the curriculum development process.

A similar growth in experience took place throughout the trials when it
i

was dsicovered that small but highly articulate groups of teachers,.

working independently of each bther, provided the best revision infor-

mation. This was in direct contrast to the evaluation models of other
f

projects, which were based more on the quantity of evaluation data ,rather

than its quality.

e most important-inference to be drawn from the Project's

1
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evaluation model is the provision it allows for continuous adaptation on

the part -o the curriculum designer. This is a departure from the

narrower " ummative" definition of evaluation, which is concerned with

the final -.ucational outcomes at the termination of the instructional

process. I students fail to achieve the objectives of the teachers'

programs, fault does not always rest with the students. Formative

evaluation 11 indicate whether the various components of the in-

structional rogram shoUld share the blame. Also it will indicate

whether the .lame should rest with the curriculum authors or the teachers

of the program. In whatever degree the blame is assigned, its allocation

will be Constructive only to the extent that it provides guidelines for

improving present and future instruction.

64
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Chapter 4

Accompliskment of Project Objectives

The High School Geography Project officially finished at the end of

August 1970. Its nine-year history .was marked by great success in many

respects 'and by failure in others. Just how successful was the Project?

We shall look at the early objectives of the Project and see whether

these were accothplished.

Unmet Objectives

In the early years of the Project, the Advisory Paper was given to

ten public school teachers who were charged with developing a ten-unit

course based on the conceptual framework in the paper. They failed to

accomplish this objective.

Another early objective was to produce a television course.taught,

in all likelihood, by Kohn. This objective was never achieved.

Knowledge of other peOple and other lands was another early objec-

tive of the Project; yet the materials were centered in large part on

the United States. It is doubtful that students using the Project's

materials could pass Preston James' "thumb test"--giving a spontaneous

ten-minute description of any area on which the thumb landed on a spin-

ning globe (White, Feb. 1967, p.A).

There was talk in the early days of the Project about creating

"teacher-proof" materials (Getis interview, June 14, 1970). Far from

being teacher proof, the course materials liberated teachers from tradi-

tional methodology and proved to be powerful tools in changing teacher

behavior.

The course, at one time, wds envisioned as a unified whole With one

unit providing the conceptual structure that would be elaborated in the

next, thus creating a highly integrated set of "building-block" course

materials. In their final format, the units could be used independently,

as easily in an economics or political science class as in one devoted

entirely to geography.

It is possible to goon at length listing objectives that were not
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a

met, but the definition'of failure must inevitably be faced. Like

success, failure depends on standards established by the viewer. For the

objectives that were'not accomplished, there were counter-balancing ob-

jectives that were accomplished. The unitary emphasis of a one-man or

ten-teacher course gave way,to the pluralism of the final course materials.

The need for geographic literacy perceived by the geography profession and

represented in the thumb test was balanced against the objectives of know-

ing the local community and applying spationCepts in a familiar envi-

ronment. When the Christaller central place model came into conflict with

teachability, its hexagons had to be sacrificed tHelburn, April 1970, p.

12)

The complete reversal or serious compromise of some of the Project's

initial goals challenged the time honored. assumption that there is a

linear progression from philosophical considerations to the completed

materials placed in the student's hands. Examples of this were numerous

throughout the Project's history. Many of the later goals of the Project

came about in response to the materials' practical success or failure in

the classroom.. This pragmatic blending of theory and practice was due in

part to the sensitivity of the Project's evaluation network and the re-

sponsiveness Of the Project leadership WI that network. Other goal re-

versals developed out of the conflict and organizational dynamics of the

Project's bureaucracy. If the Steering Committee could not agree on

certain geographical concepts, they certainly could agree on less ego-
,

involving educational concepts like "inquiry" or the "needs of the

learner." Other goals were adopted and rejected on the basis of no

other criteria than the lack of time. The mind-set of the staff also had

an impact on the type of goals that were pursued. Each Project director,

and his staff left an imprint a& the materials. r,

From its inception, the curriculum development process of the High

School Geography Project was a continous learning experience. If,learn-

ing had not taken places then the course objectives would have emerged

in the final materials changed very little from their original formulation.
o

The remainder of this chapter is devoted to isolating some of the

dominant objectives of the Project and assessing whether they were met.

Zwo of the objectives (product and discipline) assessed in the following
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pages are ones that received continuous attention throu out the pro-
.

ft,

ject's history. The third objective considered (teacher education) was
a

minor initially but gained in importance over time.

The Product as 'a Project Goal

An esIrly and very obvious goal of the Project was to create a com-,

plete geography course for high school students. This goal was accom-

plished when the six units of Geography in an Urban Age were turned over

to The Macmillan Company for publicatibn. The units of the course are:

Geography of Cities, Manufacturing and Agriculture, Cultural Geography,

Political Geography, Habitat and Resources, and Japan.

But merely producing a package of materials does not qualify the

Project as a success, even on its own tet-ms.4 The intent was to produce

materials that would help to change geographic education. White de-

scribed three levels of impact the course might have:

Ten years from now, if the venture is completely

unsuccessful, the high school offeAngS will be
little changed from today. If it is moderately
Uncegsessful, the course will be taught widely and.
in substantially its present form. 24 it is highly

Successful, it will have generated a series ofy com-

petitive improvements and internal revisions so that
the new course will be rapidly replaced by more
effective ones. This first course is not intended
to be..a mold in which geography offerings, are formed

"s,

and frozen.. It should be a leaven which should help
lighten and lift up the whole loaf of geqgraphic
education (White, June 1, 1970, p.8).

In an attempt to assess both the past and the future impact of the

High School Geography Project, the Project staff initiated an opinion

survey soliciting the views of persons who were closely associated with

the Project. Impredsions of ex-staff members, ex-Steel-nig Committee

members, and unit authors were solicited by personal letters from the

director. The 130 trials teachers were contacted through a three-page

opinion survey. An attempt was also made to assess a representative

sample of people not qonnected with the Project, but who were considered

a part of geographic education (Richburg, June 1970). A representative

sample was btained by taking every tenth name from the membership rolls
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of,both AAG and NCGE. In all, 1,200 Ihree-page questionnaires with both
.:

open-ended and objective 'items were mailed, There was a 38 percent return

from NCGE, a 25 percent return from AAG, and a 45 percent return from A

former trials teachers, so the conclusions reached were tentative. These

findings are shown in Figures 1 and 2 on the next page.

The survey determined that, by and large; the Project was known in the

geographic education community. In fact, 93 percent of the AAG and 85 per-

cent of the NCGE samples had heard about the materials. In the case of

AAG, 12 percent, and in the case of NCGE, 18 percent of the respondents had

actually taught some of the activities or units. When asked to compare the

materials with existing materials for4eaching geography, 9443ercent of

both samples indicated a positive feeling, which was divided fairly evenly

between "somewhat more effective" and "much' more effective." Only one

percent of the respondents claimed that the High School Geography Project

was less effective than what had,beentaught before. When asked the sate

question, 87 percent of the trials teachers said the High School Geography

Project was better, aQd 56 percent of them classified it "much more effec-

tive." The profile in Figure 3 (on page 65) summarizes the responses of .

all three groups to the course as a whole. The configurations indicate

that at leat the geographic education community conside ed the course an

overwhelming success. Themost significant difference Between the group

responses was related to the question of the course currency* Considering

the nature_of the traditional text materials, it was not surprising that

the trials teachers considered it more current than did either the AAG or

the NCGE withers. At the .05 confidence level, the trials teachers felt

the materials were innovative and reflective of the best traditions of

the discipline more than did either the AAG Qv the NCGE members. The

difference betWeen the two professional association's members on the

answers was more difficult to explain. Although the NCGE respondents

believed the course Was more dated'and boring to students, the AAG respon-

dents felt it was less useful, less reflective of the best tradition of

the dIgcipline, and less innovative. This was in spite of tie, faCt that

the lh was the fiscal agent for the' Project. It could reflect the fact

that the AAG.clientele were mainly practicing college geographers and

would, as a result, be closer to the research frontiers of their discipline
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Figure 1.

An Assessment of-the Impact of HSGP

on the AAG'and-NCGE

What sort of contat have you had with HSGP materials?,-

,

Responses in Perdent
AAG NCGE

A. I know nothing about the HSGP materials. 7- 13

B.
.

I
,

have only heard aboutthe.materidls. 39 26

C: I have, looked at some of the unit*materials. 41 42

D. I have' taught some of the J.Init_activities. 12 18

If you have had some contact with tlie materials 1-iow effective would

You judge them'to be in comparisont'o*existing meansqDf teaching
geography?.

A. HSGP materials are
existing ,materials

B. HSGP materials are
C., HSGP materials are
D. HSGP materials are
E. HSGP materials are

much 'less effective than

somewhat
about as
somewhat
much more

less effective.
effective
more effective
effective

Responses in Percent
AAG NCGE,

4 5"
45 48-
49 46

"Figure 2.

An Assessment of the Future Impact

of P on AAG and NCGE

If you are or will be teaching:, do you intend to use any parts of
HSGP materials ln your classes?

A.

A_

.c.

Yes

No

Question not appropriate
situation

to my

If you are or will be teaching, do
incorporated in the B4GP materials

Responses in Percent
AAG NCGE
39 48

18 19

42

you intend to use the ideas
in your classes?

A.

B.

C.

Yes

No
Question not appropriate to my situation

31

Responses in Percent,
NCGECGE

55 62

10 4

34 33
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than-the NCGE, which is made up of people more typically associated with

geographic education.

A measurement of the Project's success'as of JUne 1970 (the time of

the final Steering Committee meeting) with public education generally came

from the reports of The Macmillan Company on the -volume of sales of the

course. As of June 1970, after only a short time on the market and with

an incomplete course; some 15,000 students had been. exposed to the.Com-

mercial version of the material. It was anticipated that the volume for

1971 would quadruple. Most of the units were purchased separately, since

the completed course was not yet avai4ble. There was some evidence that

the purchase of one unit seemed to trigger the purchase of others. The

barrier of price seemed only to influence the sale of Unit One, which,

contained the Portsville models. When other units were purchased at more

moderate prices, the purchasing districts often reconsidered and ordered

the first unit. The market that was most receptive to the materials
. .

appeared to'be the suburban districts, which typically are richer and '

more open to curriculum change.' Thp big city districts seemed hampered

ty adoption polici#s and bureaucratic structures that discouraged adeipt-
.

ing this type of packaged material (remarks by Mr. Whitlow, representative

of Macmillan Publishing Company, at Steering Committee meeting, June

15, 1970--recorded by author, who attended as obserVer).

In the spring of 1974 Switzer et al. atthe University of MiChigan

carried out a study of the dissemination of ten selected social studies-

-project materials in five midwestern states. This was the first data of

its type gathered by a group not associated with the Project. TheiK

findings indicated that, 'among Social studies teachers in general,' home

29 percent had heard of the_froject, some 18 percent had examined the

materials, and some 5.2 percent had used them. Among teachers who

actually taught geography courses, 75 percent had heard of the Project,

63 percent had examined it, and 33 percent had used it. Of the ten

projects examined in the survey, only three had higher use in this

ject matter taught" category. Although the survey'indicated that the

Project had low general acceptance, iikalso showed that the'''Project was

having considerable impact in the areas of the school curriculum for which

it was°intended (SWitzer et al. '1974).

'0 141
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Figure

Semantic Differential of the HSGP's Impact on the

AAG, NCGE, and Trials Teachers

good

penetrating .

not important for
the future

interesting to teach

out of date

bofing to students

useful

reflective of best not reflective of

traditions of best traditions of

discipline discipline*

,-

bad

_superficial

important for the
future

boring to teach

current**

interesting to
studentS*

useless*

innovative

irrelevant to
students

AAG profile:---'
NCGE profile: --

Trials teachers profile:

traditional*

relevant to
students'

*Means differ significantly at-01 level
**Means differ significantly at .05 level

The levels were determined by multiple comparisons

with unequal n'sand equal variances. The Tukey A method

was employed.
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In 1974, the ERIC Clearinghouse for Social Studies/Social Science

Education undertoOk a'survey of the extent of use of nine ,"new social

studies" elurriculum packages, including HSGP, in four additional states:
*tt

California,. Colorado, Connecticut, and Texas. From each state, 150

schools were selected randomly from a complete list of the schools in the

state. One questionnaire per each 100 students in each school-was sent

to the principal, who was asked to distribute them to the social studies

,teachers in the school. Of the 4,783 questionnaires mailed, 908 were

completed and returned. The results were quite similar,to the Switzer

findings. Six percent of the respondents reported using-HSGP materials

duringthe pas3 school year. Of those respondents who were actually

teaching geography courses, 28 percent were using HSGP. The questionnaire

also asked for qualitative judgments about thwaterials. In a combined

index of the three qudlity-of-use questions (How often did these mate-

rials work well with your students? How do these materials compare with

othOr social studies materials you have used? Would you recommend these

\materials for use by others?), HSGP ranked second highest of the nine

packag's (Turner and Haley 1975).

The Discipline as a Project Goal

At first it'may seem unbelievable that a group of professional

geographers would look to a year-long high school course as a means of

saving their discipline. This rationale for the Project, however,

>appeared in the pages of the first funding proposal and persisted in-the

Project's literature throughout its life. The rationale becomes more

credible when one realizes that a major problem perceived by the dis-

cipline was-that of professional recruitment. Viewed in this light, it

is hard to deny the impact of a well-written and interesting geography

course on the future of professional geography. %e thought of poten-

tially tens of thousands'of highly motivated students and their teachers

experiencing "true" geography for the first time was exhilarating. It .

was especially so when contrasted with the reality of a high school en-

vironment in which a sterile subject was taught by unwilling teachers to

poorer students.

The decision to use geography specialists as unit authors in the
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Project supplanted an earlier project emphasis which gave the task of

curriculum construction to classroom teachers and a general content

manager. The dominance of the professional geographer throughout the

Project's history gave credence to the geographers' belief that a good

course must begin with good geography. Much of the.turmoil within the
,

Project came from the varying interpretations of what constituted "good

geography."

The High School Geography Project initially defined "good geography"

through the eyes of the academic scholar. The debate about good geog-

raphy developed when the Project began to involve people from outside

the geographic community. An important input into the definition of

good geography was provided by the studentS who experienced it'-andthe

teachers who taught it. The broader educational community began to

demand and then came to expect a geography that was also pedogogically

sound.

Toward a Credible Geography. A discipline 'is strengthened if it is

used. A discipline will be used if it contains ideas and methologies

that are of interest and significance-to teachers and students. When

interviewed, Where' claimed that although strengthening the discipline

was a concern for some people, he was personally more interested in

strengthening education in geography. By strengthening one, you in-

variably strengthen the,other (White interview, May 5, 1970). There is

little doubt that interested students and a-solid educational framework

have proven to be ways of promoting the discipline of geography.

The results of the Project's final evaluation indicated that, in-

deed, the Project was increasing the amoint of interest and activity in

geographic education at, the secondary level. When asked if they were

presently using the High School Geography Project materials provided in

previous ears' school trials, 77 percent of the former Project's trials

teachers indicated they were. Of special interest was the fact that 64

percent were teaching primarily geography subjects; prior to being

recruited for the Project, no more than 30 percent were teaching pri-

marily in geography. At least in some schools of the nation, the Pro-

ject had influenced the amount
c
of geography being taught. This may be

an indication that arguments about "Why teach geography?" were shifting

7 3
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to the question of "How may geography be taught better?" (Richburg, June

1970, p.7)

Toward a Better Geography. The Project has been able to present.

"good geography" while at the same time making the course an interesting

one for students and teachers. The intellectual content of the High

School Geography.Project was'rigorous enough that White stated,

There need be no apology for them [units] on grounds '

of their relevance and sophistication for high school
students. The examination of factors making for
speciallxation in city land uses, of'the theory of
central place arrangements, of the role of site and
situation in manufacturing location, of the range of
choice by farmers in using similar habitat, of the
process of cultural diffusion, and of water balance
as related to resource management is calculated to

IP arouse curiosity as to unsolved problems while giving
practice in employing the established ideas in other
areas (White, Nov. 24, 1967, p.12).

Although he did not dispute the rigor of the material., William

Garrison suggested that the material was dated. "The Project," he

7

claimed, "is mainly based on stuff that is twenty years old or older,

and it makes me sad that we cannot move more quickly to place what we

know into practice" (Letter to Kurfman from Garrison, May 7, 1970),

McNee, who was very concerned with the "gatekeepers" of educational

change, did not support Garrison's,*ew that the material was years out

of date. He did admit, though, that'the geography in the course was at

least ten years out of date, due to the time lag involved in publishing

materials (McNee'remarks at-SteeringCommittee meeting, June 16, 1970-

recorded by author, who attended as observer). Buckley Robbins felt

that, at best, the Project was a holding action that would stimulate

more important efforts in the future: "Society," accOrdirg to

Robbins, "has no provision for continuous curriculum change" (Letter to

KUrfman from Robbins, May 11, 1970).

McNee took a different tack when he suggested ehat some innovation

in geographic content may have been sacrificed for innovation in learn-

ing strategy. Some innovation in content was lost when the original-..

settlement theme outline was abandoned. The innovation on the part- o-f

the.unit authOrs was more in the area of strategies, than content (McNee

remarks at Steering Committee meeting, ,June 16, 1970--recorded byuthor,

7 4
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who attended as observer). The Project may have shortened but it never

closed the gap between the frontiers of geographic scholarship and what

is taught in the classroom.

Toward a Unified Geography. Richard Keppel raised another issue

that could have an impact on geography as a discipline. He lamented the

-fact that the course had 16st its continuity. Without a course structure,

there might be fewer adoptions of the course as a whole and greater frag-

mentation of the course among the social studies. This would lead to

the introduction of no more courses in geography than are being offered

(n w (Letter to kurfman from Keppel, May 22, 1970).

Taking this theme one step further, Kohn warned:

The incorporation of materials and learning activities
of HSGP into other discipline oriented courses would un-
doubtedly make such courses more interesting and meaning-
ful, but it would be the least satisfying role for the
project to play in so far as the profession of geography
is concerned. Individual students would be exposed to
only bits and pieces ofipresent units, depending on the
particular course they might happen to elect. Little
appreciation, it appears, could be developed for the
overall structure of geographic knowledge, or for the
methodology provided by the discipline (Kohn, June 1970,
pp. 4-5).

A course developed to "save" the discipline might have the effect,

through unit fragmentation, of making the competing social studies more

attractive to the potential geography student. The amorphous nature of

social studies is a little bit like the Hindu religion which, rather

than being conquered by competitive systems, absox*s them as part of its

own.

Possibly these concerned geographers were asking the wrong question.

If the geographic discipline is integrative, as the Project suggests it

is, the question may not be how to prevent it from being absorbed, but

how to guide that absorption so that the unique geographical contribution

is preserved. The success of geography 'as a discipline depends on the

criteria of the person making the judgment. The discipline might well

benefit from its representation in the multidisciplinary light of the

Pro3ect materials.

By the late sixties terms such as multidisciplinary and
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interdisciplinary were marking a new trend in education. The focus of

the sixties on separate disciplines was giving way to a focus in the

seventies on the orchestration of the disciplines. White presented this

sense of the future when he suggested that the High School Geography Pro-

ject could be the model used to integrate the social sciences (White

remarks at Steering Committee meeting, June 16, 1970--recorded by author,

who attended as observer). Morrissett Supported this idea when 1e opined

that the Projeft did integrate the various disciplines, while maintaining

the perspective of geography (Morrissett remarks at Steering Committee

meeting, June 16, 1970--recorded by author).

,

Teacher Education as a Project Goal

The Project "backed into" the objective of teacher education. In

the early stages, there was the intention of making as wide an audience

as possible aware of the "new geography." The Project wiphed to see its

1 materials in the hands of as many students and teachers as possible.

Presentations were made by the Project staff to national and state pro-
.

fessional association meetings and any other groups that were willing to

listen. But these efforts were not based on a broad conception of teacher

education that was to-develop later.

At first the Project was largely an effort of professional geog-

raphers whose attentions focused on the content aspects of the materials.

"Good geography" was stressed almost exclusively duAng the initial

phases of the Project. It was only later that a consciousness of "good

education" developed. As this consciousness grew, professional educators

were brought in to help construct the new instructional approaches that

began to characterize the materials. Following on the heels of this in-

creased attention to new teaching methods in the materials was a growing

awareness of a need to educate teachers in using the new methods. The

early dissemination efforts gave way after 1967 to developing workshop

------------4

.

tivities to help teachers understand the content, learning strategies,

and philosophy of the Project's materials; conducting institutes and con-

ferences focusing on the teaching of the materials; and, finally, aevel-

opiny and testing self-contained teacher education kits (Carswell and

Cason, June 1, 1970, pp. 1-2).
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The Geographer-Educator. It is often claimed that the style and

methods of those who teach the content disciplines in colleges have

greater effect on the teaching behavior of future teachers in their

classes than does instruction by education methods professors. If

this is the case, then one of the critical influences of the High School

Geography Project was on the instructional behavior of, university

- 7geographers.

A repeated theme of the 1970 svvey responses was that the teaching

approach of many college geographers had changed as a,result of their,

contacts with the Project materials. Kenneth Corey, of the University

of Cincinnati, had held a dismal view of geographic education prior to

his involvement with the High School Geography Project. By 1970 he was

using "inquiry techniques with large doses of role playing and gaming"

in his university teaching (Letter to Kurfman from Corey, May 26,,1970).

Elmer Keen, author of the Japan unit, had had difficulty making his ,unit

fit into the inductive framework of the Project, but he reported that his

personal teaching had become more inductive and that he now was more

sensitive to his students (Letter to Kurfman from Keen, May 19, 1970).

Me'vin Marcus, qf the University of Michigan, claimed that developing

the habitat unit had caused him to rethink many of his attitudes and

philosophies regaltding geographic educatNon. He began using a problems

approach in his introductory geography Courses and the Project materials

themselves in his "teaching of geography" course (Letter to Kurfman from

Marcus, May 19, 1970).

Not only. had the inst tional behavior o4 individual geographers

directly associated with th Project changed. Apparently the Project

helped to create a new climate within the profession that permitted or

even encouraged other geggraphers to become more actively interested in

educational questions. Robert Harper, of the University of Maryland,
q

suggested that the Project "made geographic education respectable in

graduate schools" (Letter to Kurfman from Harper, May 5, 1970) and Angus

Gunn, of the University of British Columbia, sensed a heightened in-

terest in geographic education in the departments of geogr4hy that he

had visited across the country (Letter to Kurfman from Gunn, May 29,

1970).

7 7
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The Educator - Geographer. The realization that the course materials

had a powerful impact on teacher attitudes and behaviors developed early

in the Project. Teacher reactions such as those compiled by Richburg at

the end of the Project had been typical throughout the school trials:

Teaching it-was sort of a "peak experience." It would
be hard, to go back to face turned-off kids. It would either
make me work lice hell at teaching or make me feel guilty
that I didn't.

Developed a real awareness of what the student is doing
as opposed to what I was teaching--encourage simulation,
role-playing, and games in general.

These materials have suggested new ways or organizing
materials and evaluating. instruction.

I am now teaching more concepts and less factual in-
formation.

It makes Ilclasses more activity-oriented. Provides

the lower achiever with a chance to "participate."

After four years of contact with the High School
Geography Project materials, I find tilat r must force
myself to present periodically an igntdtesting lecture.
During about 85 to 90 per cent of my teaching, I use the
inquiry method. Not only I, but my entire Social Studies
Department, has accepted the method and are pleased with
the result.

It has taken me away. from the role of know-all to
that of one-to-one relationship with my students.

It has certainly made me a much more inquiry-oriented
teacher, and the techniques have suggested a number of
methods I have been able to utilize in all my courses.

I have developed many of my own units which emphasize
the inquiry approach (Richburg 1970, pp. 7-8).

As those associated with the Project gained experience in school

trials and dissemination activities, they began to think more and more
4

seriously about teacher education efforts. When the pressure of pre-

paring the course materials for commercial publication was finally re-

moved, the Project staff turned its full attention to teacher education.

The shift of attention was marked in July 1969, when Kurfman, an edu-

catipnist, took over the directorship from Helburn, who returned to the

world of academic geography (though he continued his active advocacy of

at innovative education from there). Under Kurfman's leadership during 1969

197/0, the staff developed a set of three teacher training kits that
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capitalized on the Project's potential for teacher education.

Methods courses and teacher education programs had typically begun

with attempts to establish within the prospective teacher a philosophical

point of view regarding education. Once the philosophy f education was

well established, the teacher could specify objectives and then translate

them into curriculum. The objectives that were written into the teacher's

daily lesson plans were considered a reflection of the teacher's philo-

sophical view
1

of reality. The learning strategies and content of the

lesson plans were cdnsidered a reflection of the teacher's epistemology

and learning theory. This ordering of teacher training, from the abstract

to the concrete, was completely reversed in the High School Geography

Project's teacher training kits.

The Project's teacher training kits had teachers first work through

student learning activities taken directly from the units of the course:

After each direct experience with a course activity, the teachers were

debriefed. The debriefing focused on the teaching strategies and learn-

ing theory embodied in the particular (ctivity. Then, the teachers were

asked to apply these ideas to developing other activities on their own.

When the'kits were tested, 64 methods teachers answered a question-

naire about them. Figures 4 and 5 below indicate the positive reception

of these kits.

Figure 4.

Evaluation Report from the Experimental Trials
of the HSGP Teacher Training Kits

on Respondents'View of Kits
Effectiveness

Compared to'what would normally take place in this methods.course

or inservice workshop, how effective was this kit?
(all 64 instructors responding) (responses listed in percentages)

Much less effective
Somewhat'less effective
As effective
Somewhat more effective
Much more effective

Simulation Inquiry-Media Evaluation

2

29

27 .

42

79

2

6 4

21 15

23

48 56

O
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Figure

EIpluation Report from the Experimental Trials
of the HSGP Teacher Training Kits

on Future Use of the Kits

Will you use this kit again in your methods or inservice class?
(all 64 instructors responding) (responses listed in percentages)

Yes
No
Uncertain

Simulation Inquiry-Media Evaluation

92 94 92

-- 2 2

8 4 " 6

Would this kit be useful in a general methods class?
(all 64 instructors responding)

Yes 90 85 90

No 6

Uncertain 4 15 '10

By the June 1970 final meeting of the Steering Committee, three

teacher training kits (Using Simulation to Involve Students, Using'Media

to Stimulate Inquiry, and Using Evaluation to Improve Instruction) had

been tested and found highly successful. But in reality the program was

less than half-completed. The existing kits had yet to be revised on the
,t--

,``;, -basis of feedback from their trials and at least three other kits were in

the planning stages. There was $16,000 remaining in the Project budget.

The Steering Committee debated whether to hOld this money back so that

the teaching training program could be completed or to bring the Project

to a close on schedule and turn the money over to the AAG for maintaining

the Project's correspondence.

There were strong reasons for completing the teacher training program.

An unexpected outcome of the Project had been the shift in focus to

teacher training materials as means of bringing about change. SiSter

representipg the past trials teachers at the meeting, made the

plea that teacher training was vital to the Project's success. 'Morrissett

made the point that curriculum reform and teacher education are mutually.

supportJele and offered the services of the Social Science Education Con-
.

sortium to oversee the completion of the teacher training program. .

..0
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Yet, the final decision was to turn the remaining money over to AAG

and not complete the kits.* The Steering Committee felt that the Pro-

ject's goal,of creating-a secondary school geography course had been

realized and even surpassed. The teacher training' kits were never a

part of the original goal, even though they.had been an added benefit of

the Project. It was time for the Project to close. By voting to ter-

minate, the Project made history las the first large curriculum devej.op-

ment project to come voluntarily to an end.

*Eventually portions of.the its found their way into a methods text,

Experiences in Inquiry: HSGP and SRSS (Allyn and Bacon, 1974).

I-
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Chapter 5.

Implipations for Education

Until recently, new curricula usually appeared to be a great deal

like the ones they were designed to replace. Curriculum development

efforts tended to be short-term, local endeavors, usually involving

teachers working only on a part-time basis andoyupported by modest re-
.

sources. Under these conditions, the process of curriculum change was

necessarily slow and sporadic.

*el
Curriculum at the Crossroads

After.the launching of the Russian satellite Sputni in 1957, there

was a fundamental break in this pattern of curriculum developmentland

change. The break was brought about by the sudden and massive.infusion.

of federal funds into curriculum innovation. The alphabet soup of .fed-

erally funded curriculum projects spawned.products.that are perceptibly

different from the curricula they were designed to replace. While ,they

may retain many general goals similar to the pre-Sputnik curricula, they

have many distinctive new ones. Many of their presentational modet are

-built upon new or revised assumptions about the nature of the learnet....,.

and the nature of society.

The curriculum reform movement of the past decade went a long way

towaile developing alternatives to the curricula then being used in the

schools. But now, the explosive phase of curriculum building by federally

financed, national projects is over. The next phase of the reform. must

come at the local and district levels. It must stress selection*, eval-

uation, and incorporation of the Project's better products into the

public school setting. Beyond this, the schools can and should take

advantage of the nonproduct outcomes of the projects. The curriculum

development and curriculum evaluation models used by the projects ought

to be adapted. to local, smaller-scale usage. Also important is the

potential of the projects' teaching paradigms for changing teaching

behavior.

The projects' materials reflect a degree of sophistication unheard

N.
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'of ten years ago. If school administrators and teachers are to make

sense out of the curricu reform moyoment, and maintain its momentum,

they must devise programs to develop, analyze, evaluate, and use sysT

teMaticaily the contentd methods of the curriculum project materials.

Where Do We Go from Here?

The reins of curriculum reform appear now to rest in the hands of

public school personnel./ Whether the best products and processes to

out of the projects of the sixties are furthered or dropped depends pri-'

marily'on their decisions alio:potion. Prospects seem tobe good for

maintaining.two of the most important emphases of the High School Geog-

raphy Project.

9
Confidence in Teachers'. Change, if it is to be meaningful, must take

the teacher as its heart- Teachers are more than .component of the

change ProcesS", for they set the boUndaries within which meaningful change

can take place. The High School Geogr Project-reflected a new con =.

fidence in teachers and in their ability t e a creative and active

role in curriculum design and implementation. 'Teachers must build On

this confidence-and reassert their decision- g rale in the curriculum.

They cpn do this by,experiencing, analyzing, and adopting the best social

studies materials now available for'use: They can bring to the new cur- -

ricula a rich backlog of their own teaching experience and enrich both

their own experience and the new curricula from the' interaction of the

two.

'-,,v,Confidence in Students. The High School Geography Project efected

a new confidence in the ability of,youth to take an Active in their

own education. The Project defined the purpose of its course in terms of

student learning rather than content-coverage. The aim.was to create

scholarly-investigative behavior on the part of students and the inquiry

leading to that behavior was analytical, based on a logical structure of

knowledge and the modes, orinvestigation used by geographers. But the

Project also recognized an existing dognitive structurLwithin the stu-

dents themSelves. Students were encouraged to integrate coWcepts,

generalizations, constructs, and theories treatea"ih the course with .

their own cognitive structures and use the'new intellectual tools in

4

O
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their own search for meaning. The greatest challerige facing the social

`studies of the futures to capitalize on'this increased student

involvement.

pclallenge for Curriculum Developers

`I`ere is a lesson, too, from the High School Geography Project for .

A

curriculum researchers and developers operating outside the public school

system. The history-of geography as a school subject suggests that, for

lrm
a great deal, of the timecurric

q

languishes in the backwaters of in-

r
'tellectual thought, to be periodically swept 'into the mainstream Where-it

isrevitalized and invigorated, only to enter a short time later into new

backwaters and new periods of stagnatidn. The rapids of the stream are

the educational reformers who represent changirig educational priorities

more than,they represent new or revo utionary thought. Their ability to

generate innovation, unfortunately, i matched by .a corresponding in-

ability to translate that innovation into terms the curriculum constAer

can understand, much less implement into Widespread-practice

cases the movements they -represent are short-lived, for on e

are crossed, thearticles Written, and the accolades given

currents carry the reformers to new rapids, while the curriculum drifts

. In many

the'faPids

the funding

from eddy to eddy without any cumulative, deVelOpmental flow.

Curriculum leaders should be, aware that:involvement in curri5uldm

research and development impl,i_es a,corTespond4A responsibility i3 the

areas of curriculum disSemination'and implementation. Accep ance of this

respOnsibility will force curriculum leade s to be more r pensive to

the people th y serve and more ser*itive tag their Otobl . Meaningful

on c tinuing. practicalcurriculum calvbe built nOt on rhetoric-f
.endeavor. 4,

4
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TEACHER ACTIVITY EVALUATION FORM

Teacher's Name .Activity Name'

1. How much class time in minutes did the activity take?

2. How much more time could have been used profitably?

3. escribe briefly what you did when carrying out the
Ctivity that was diff nt from suggestions in the
eacher's guide.

4. How much did you like teaching the activity?

A. Not at all B. Little C. Generally D. Very much

Comments:

5. Row interesting was the activity for your students?

.A. Dull B. Generally not interesting C. Generally interesting
,D. Extremely interesting

Comments:

6. How much do you feel your students learned from the activity?
t.

A. Nothing B. Little C. Fairly much D. A great deal

Comments:

. 86
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HSGP Student Questionnaire fdr Growth of Cities Unit

Student Number

Directions: YoUr opinions are very important in changing HSGP materials.

We need to knc1 what you honestly believecso the final version of the

course will reflect what students as weltavteachers think. Blacken

the appropriate space on the HSGP Questionnaire Answer Sheet for the

first 28 questions.

What did you think of the unit and its a,Ctivities in terms of their

interest to you?

1. The unit as a whole
2. The reading in the unit

3. Site Selection Diagrams
4. American Cities
5. Local Community Site Considerations

6. Bruges, a Medieval City
7. Story of Portsville
8. Time-Distance
9. Models. of City Form

Possible Answers:
A. I do not remember

it well enough to
say

B. Dull
C. Generally not in

teresting
D. Generally inter-

esting
E. Extremely inter-

esting

Did you feel that you generally knew what you were supposed to ledtn

from the unit and its activities?

10. The unit as a whole

11- The heading in the
12. Site Selection Diagrams
13. American Cities
14. Local Community Site Considerations

15. Bruges, a MedieVal City

16. Story of Portsviale
17. Time-Distance
18. Models of City Form

Possible Answers:

A. I do not remember
it well enough to
sayer

B. No
C. Generally not
D. Yes, generally
E. Yes, almost always

How much do you feel you learned from the unit .and its activities?

19. The unit as a whole Possible Answers:

20. The reading in the unit A. I do not remember

21. Site' Selection Diagrams it well enough to

22. American Cities say

23. Local community Site Considerations B.1MNothing

24. Bruges, A Medieval City C. Little

25. Story of Portsville D. Fairly much

26. Time-Distance E. A great deal

27. Models of City Form

87
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TEACHER FINAL QUESTIONNAIRE FOR.UNIT TWO

Directions: Please react to the question below by checking the'
appropriate space and/or filling in the blanks provided.

A. Reading Materials -

Yes No

1. Do you believe the reading materials are clearly written
and understandable for the.average student?

2. 'Do you believe the reading materials are clearly written
and understandable for the below average student?

3. Do you believe the reading materials are well-organized
fkom an instructor's point of view?

4. pould there be more.' student reading in the ult?

5. Should-there he less student reading in the unit?

6. Sugges6.ons and/or comments about the reading materials:

r

B. Teacher' Guidelines

Should'the Teacher's Guidelines be made more effective.

Yes, No

7. In providing clear directions for the teacher?

8. In clarifying the objectives of the unit?

9. In suggesting" a variety of learning activities?

10. In providing the geographical background you needed to
teach the unit?

11. In suggesting supplementary reading material for students?
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